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*2001

Dreams Sleep Pal Sleep Tracker

*2036

Fujifilm Instax Mini 9 instant camera in red

*2002

Apple Beats PowerBeats3 wireless earphones

*2037

Fujifilm Instax Mini 8 instant camera

*2003

Astro A50 gaming headset

*2038

Samsung PL170 digital camera

*2004

Blood Pressure Monitor

*2039

Halina Super Eight vintage movie camera

*2005

3 boxes of Mangnum 50 sterilised tattoo needles

*2040

HD infrared waterproof camera

*2006

Quantity of guitar strings and pickup selector
switch

*2041

Quantity of camera related accessories; tripods,
lenses, cables etc

*2007

Sonic Looper guitar pedal and Ac-Tone guitar
pedal

*2042

Powerbeats3 Wireless earphones

*2043

Beats Solo2 headphones

*2008

4 Parker ballpoint pents (3 with custom
engravings), Sheaffer pen and one other

*2044

Kimafun wireless microphone kit

*2009

Two spear heads (European)

*2045

Quantity of wireless earphones and headphones

*2010

Fujifilm Instax Mini 9 instant camera

*2046

Quantity of various earphones and
headphones/headset

*2011

Fujifilm Instax Mini 25 instant camera

*2047

*2012

Rode VideoMic pro

Quantity of white metal and yellow metal jewellery
to include Indian Garnet bangle marked 925

*2013

Allreli Rockman-L waterproof bicycle bluetooth
speaker

*2048

Set of Masonic themed gold clad items; pocket
watch, keyring and ingot

*2014

Quantity of TV and set up box remotes

*2049

*2015

Quantity of earphones and pair of headphones

*2016

A Beano Christmas on the Isle of Man stamp set

50 Years Bullion Coin, 2x War Poppy Collection
Ag.999 notes and British Bank Note folder with 2
One Pound Note 'immortalised in 24 carat gold'.

*2017

Traditional pyramid metronome

*2050

Collection of silver dollars and crowns plus £5 coin
and £20 coin

*2018

RayGar guitar stand

*2051

*2019

Nintendo 3DS XL with 7 games

*2020

Nintendo 3DS in white

Large quantity of collectable 50p coins to include
Beatrix Potter, Peter Pan, Toy StoryGruffalo,
Concorder, 50th Anniversary

*2021

Sega Master System II power base with control,
joystick and AD adapter

*2052

Collection of mostly commemorative collectable
coins

*2022

2 boxes of Neria Unomedical infusion sets

*2053

Quantity of TV and historical themed collectable
coins in cases/folders

*2023

2 boxes of AutoShield Duo Safety Pen Needles

*2054

*2024

SureFire M952V LED WeaponLight

*2025

HikVision EXIR H265+ network camera

3 collectable coin folders for War of Independance,
Posters of the First World War and War Poppy
Collection

*2026

Hawke Panorma rifle scope

*2055

Garmine Forerunner 25 GPS watch

*2027

Quantity of various sunglasses and reading
glasses in bag

*2056

Quantity of various loose wristwatches

*2057

Quantity of various boxed wristwatches

*2028

AirPod charging case

*2058

Quantity of various boxed smart watches

*2029

Quantity of mobile phone screens

*2059

*2030

Pair of Oakley sports sunglasses and
ChristianahJones sunglasses

Friends Complete Series DVD boxset and BTS
World original soundtrack

*2060

Apple Pencil

*2061

AngelCare AC1120 baby monitor screen

*2031
*2032
*2033
*2034
*2035

Quantity of various sunglasses and reading
glasses

*2062
Quantity of Smok vaporising kits/pens; Resa
*2063
Stick, Stick V9 Kit, MAG kit, and 3 Vape Pen 22's
*2064
5 vaping kits/pens; Asire PockeX, Vaptio Wall
*2065
Crawler Kit, Arc Mini and Ipro 80W
*2066

Quantity of vaping accessories/parts; chambers,
atomizers, etc

*2067
ZhongYi Optics Mitakon Speedmaster 85mm f/1.2 *2068
Hands-on camera lens in case
*2069
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Quantity of PC and laptop RAM
NORDIC ID UHF RFID Scanner. EXA51
Novation Launch Control USB compact controller
Saisho CTR6 Portable TV
Pair of Jaguar 10 x 50 binoculars in case
Nuvo Clarineo 2.0 black and silver clarinet in case
Yamaha Venova YVS-100 wind instrument
Motorola TLKR T41 walkie-talkies

*2070

Bundle of audio cablles

*2112

Seagate Backup Plus 5TB portable HDD

*2071

Nordmarke wireless charger

*2113

TP-Link TL-WA855RE Wi-Fi extender

*2072

Nintendo Switch

*2114

Deco Whole Home Mesh Wi-Fi Unit

*2073

Google Home Mini

*2115

BT BT2200 digital cordless phone

*2074

Amazon Fire TV Stick

*2116

Condenser Microphone

*2075

Amazon Echo Dot

*2117

Microsoft Surface Arc Mouse

*2076

Amazon Echo Dot

*2118

*2077

Roku Express

Logitech K740 Illuminated keyboard and Logitech
MX Anywhere 2 mouse

*2078

Owlet Smart Sock 2 baby tracker

*2119

*2079

QardioCore wireless ECG monitor

TP-Link HS100 smart Wi-Fi plug and range
extender

*2080

Gigabyte GeForce GT 710 2GB DDR5

*2120

Bag containing 3 android media boxes

*2081

Radeon HD 6570 PCI Express 2.1 Bus

*2121

Amazon Kindle (8th Generation)

*2082

Gigabyte Z390 Gaming X motherboard

*2122

Beats Solo3 wireless headphones in blue (sealed)

*2083

SoundLAB dynamic vocal microphone kit

*2123

Beats Solo3 wireless headphones in black (sealed)

*2084

Akai MPK Mini compact keyboard and pad
controller

*2124

Sennheiser PXC 550 wireless headphones

*2125

15x PS4 games in bag

*2085

Fasel CryBaby 535 Q wah wah pedal

*2126

Michael Kors Access smart watch

*2086

JBL Live 650BT wireless noise cancelling
headphones

*2127

Garmin Vivoactive 3 smart watch

*2128

Polar A370 fitness tracker

*2087

JBL E45BT wireless headphones

*2129

Fitbit Flex 2 fitness wristband

*2088

Billboard wireless headphones and JBL Tune 500 *2130
BT headphones
*2131
Car MP5 player
*2132

Emporio Armani AR-6088 gents wristwatch

*2090

Sure Smart blood glucose system and GlucoMen *2133
area 2k monitor

TomTom fitness tracker, Letscom fitness tracker
and two smart watches

*2091

FM radio and wireless speaker system

*2134
Sky 250GB set up box and Samsung SMT-2100C *2135
box
*2136
Arlo 4K UHD Wire-Free Security Camera System
*2137
(sealed)

JBuds Air wireless earbuds

Elgetec bluetooth speaker

*2095

Arlo 4K UHD Wire-Free Security Camera System *2138
*2139
Zhiyun Smooth 4 smartphone stabilizer

*2096

Weefine Smart Housing for smart phones

*2097

Bose Soundlink Color II wireless speaker

*2140

Nikon D3200 18-55 VR II kit

*2098

Nest Learning Thermostat (sealed)

*2141

Sony RX10 II Cyber-Shot 20MP 4K camera

*2099

Nest Learning Thermostat (sealed)

*2142

*2100

Nintendo Switch

*2101

AMD Ryzen 5 3400G processor

Canon EOS 550D SLR camera with 18-55mm
lens, Canon Ultrasonic 75-300mm 1.5m/4.9ft
camera lens and accessories with carry cases

*2102

Lenovo Home Assistant Pack (sealed)

*2143

Fujifilm Finepix HS 30 EXR digital camera with
carry case

*2103

Google Home Mini

*2104

2x Amazon Fire TV Stick

*2144

Polo Sharpshots 33MP digital camera in case

*2145

HD Sports action camera

*2105
*2106

2x Amazon Fire TV Stick
Amazon Echo Dot

*2146

Crosstour CT8000 4K action camera

*2107

NowTV Smart Stick

*2147

Sigma Telephoto 400m 1:5.6 camera lens

*2108

Turtle Beach Elite Pro gaming headset

*2148

Sigma 70-300mm F4-5.6 camera lens with box
and carry case

*2109

Beexcellent GM-20 gaming headset

*2149

*2110

Xbox One gaming headset

Nikon 35-70mm camera lens with Zhong Yi Optics
lens

*2111

Motorola TLKR T41 walkie-talkies

*2150

Quantity of camera related accessories; film,

*2089

*2092
*2093
*2094
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Emporio Armani AR-2453 gents wristwatch
Emporio Armani AR-5905 gents wristwatch

Amazon Echo Dot
4Sure Smart blood glucose meter
TC Eletronics Rusty Fuzz guitar pedal
Wireless/smart accessories; electric saving box,
Link Zone mobile WiFi, Vodaphone 4G WiFi,
Scottish Power electric meters

case, film camera, Yongnuo camera flash

*2183

Huawei PG Lite SLA-L22 smart phone

*2151

Apple AirPods (sealed)

*2184

P20 Pro 128GB android smart phone

*2152

Rock Space wireless earbuds

*2185

X-Bo V5 16GB smartphone

*2153

Anker SoundBuds SLim earphones

*2186

Zanco Bee Tiny Fone

*2154

Hive Active Plug (sealed)

*2187

Laiml X6 mini phone

*2155

AMD Radeon 7970 graphics card, 120GB
Kingston SSD and 8GB laptop RAM

*2188

Uniwa V808G big button mobile phone

*2189

Tkexun Nckna mobile phone

*2156

Sony DSC-HX80 18MP digital camera

*2190

Spacetalk wearable mobile phone for kids

*2157

Nikon AF-S Nikkor 12-24mm 1:4 lens

*2191

Huawei MediaPad T5 16GB tablet

*2158

Bag containing quantity of loose costume and
dress jewellery

*2192

Google Home Hub

*2159

2x Virgin Pulse Max Buzz activity tracker

*2193

Google Home Hub

*2160

Quantity of smart watches/wristbands and watch
straps

*2194

Lenovo TB3 tablet

*2195

Lenovo TB3 tablet

*2161

4x Smok vaping kits; RHA85 kit, Stick M17, MAG *2196
kit, G-Priv Kit and Priv V8 kit
*2197

Imagineear MPtouch tablet for sports event

*2162

Smok vaping kits; 2x Stick P25, 3x Vape Pen 22
and Nord Kit

*2198

Seagate 2TB portable drive

*2199

Maxtor M3 4TB Portable drive

*2163

Vaping kits; Aspire PockeX, Suorin AIr, Spin It,
eGo AIO, Smok Novo, 2x Logic Compacts

*2200

Bag containing quantity of TV and device remote
controls

*2164

Smok Morph 219 kit, Smok Mag Baby kit, Arc
Mini and Polar Cascade Baby SE

*2201

Bag containing quantity of electrical components;
transistors, units etc

*2165

Nectar Dry Herb vaporiser, SCI 80 Plus. Ez.Watt
and Aspire

*2202

*2166

Innokin Endura T22E, 2x Endura T18E and 2x The
One Kits
*2203

Bag containing quantity of various electrical
accessories and devices; router, mice, cabling,
wireless devices, PSUs, adapters etc

*2167

2x Snowwolf Mfeng tank kits, Swag Kit and Jomo
Lite 40
*2204
Orion, Aspire K3 Quick start kit, eGo AIO and
Trident vaping kits

*2168
*2169

2x Aspire K3 Quick Start kits, Jem, 2x Jomo Lite
40

*2170

Aura, Innokin Endura T20, VandyVape Pulse,
Revenge X kit and VIP Alpha Mini vaping kits

*2171

Samsung 500GB V-Nand SSD

Bag containing quantity of generic toner cartridges
mostly for HP printers
Bag containing toner, Bush cassette player, tablet
cases, Sonos connect, cabling, 1TB HDD, CD-Rs,
adapters etc

*2205

Bag containing quantity of gaming accessories
and controls for PS4, Xbox One and 360, Switch
and CARBY digital audio/video adapter for
Nintendo GameCube.

Quantity of various vaping pens and kits

*2206

*2172

5x Green SMoke electronic cigarette pens and 4
boxes of Plug N Smoke

Bag containing quantity of Warhammer WarCry
sets and others

*2207

*2173

Mini iStick, Vype, VIP Nexus, eGo AIO and one
other

Bag containing toner cartidges, tablet cases,
PSUs cables, remote controls, Luxor Kurz film for
hotstamping etc

*2174

Quantity of vaping kits and pens

*2208

*2175

Quantity of vaping accessories and spares;
atomizers, tanks, juice

Bag containing quantity of electrical accessories
and devices; wires, adapters, routers, laptop
screen etc

*2209

*2176

Quantity of vaping accessories; atomizers, mesh,
juice bottles, coils etc

*2177

Quantity of vaping accessories; atomizers, mesh,
*2210
juice bottles, coils etc

Box containing quantity of LP and 45 records to
include The Macc Lads, The Beach Boys, Ashley
Henry, U2, Dr Feelgood, Bob Marley, Bruce
Springsteen and others

*2178

2x boxes of Aspire Nautilus replace atomizers

*2179

Quantity of replacement Aspire atomizers

*2180

Quantity of Innokin and Prism replacement coils

*2181
*2182

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
accessories; cables, adapters, stands, styluses,
repair kits etc

*2211

Bag containing quantity of various mobile phone
cases and screen covers

Apple AirPods

*2212

Bag containing quantity of portable power banks

iPhone 6 32GB Space Grey smart phone in box

*2213

Bag containing quantity of portable power banks
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*2214

Bag containing quantity of portable power banks

*2242

Bag containing quantity of various batteries

*2215

Bag containing quantity of portable power banks

*2243

Bag containing quantity of various SIM cards

*2216

Bag containing quantity of printer ink cartridges

*2244

*2217

Bag containing quantity of loose costume and
dress jewellery

Bag containing quantity of various printer ink
cartridges

*2245

Bag containing quantity of various mobile phone
cases and screen covers

*2218

*2219

Bag containing quantity of various electrical
related devices and accessories; routers, cables, *2246
PSUs, adapters, boards, components
Bag containing Sky TV set up box, tablet cases,
TV aerial cable, Pipit 500 etc

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
accessories; lightning cables, adapters,
earphones, plugs, styluses etc

*2247

Bag containing quantity of electrical and PC
related accessories to include PSUs, cables, TV
boards, adapters, controls etc

*2248

Bag containing quantity of camera accessories;
instant film, camera phone lens, disposable
camera, Sekonic flash mate, etc

*2220

Bag containing quantity of tablet cases, routers,
Logik radio, headphones etc

*2221

Bag containing quantity of android entertainment
boxes; GT media V7S, Ravo2 and others

*2222

Bag containing quantity of electrical devices;
*2249
notebook cooler, 4GEE router, routers, Disco
Lights, Belkin WeMo Switch, Bauhn FM Radio etc

*2223

Bag containing 25 BT 4G Assure dongle's

*2224

Bag containing quantity of various boxed routers
and hubs

Bag containing large quantity of various mobile
phone accessories; cables, adapters, earphones,
plugs etc

*2250

Bag containing quantity of various mobile phone
cases and screen covers

*2225

*2251
Bag containing quantity of various routers and hubs

Bag containing quantity of various mobile phone
cases and screen covers

*2226

Bag containing quantity of various routers and hubs*2252

*2227

Bag containing quantity of various keyboards

Bag containing quantity of various printer ink
cartridges

*2228

Bag containing quantity of various wireless routers *2253
and hubs

*2229

Bag containing quantity of various wireless routers
and hubs
*2254

*2230
*2231

Bag containing quantity of various wireless routers
*2255
and hubs
Bag containing quantity of various wireless routers
*2256
and hubs

*2232

Bag containing quantity of various wireless routers
and hubs

*2233

Bag containing 31 BT 4G Assure dongles

*2234

*2235
*2236

*2257

*2258
Bag containing various electrical related device
and accessories; Raspberry Pi 4, USB streamer,
keyboard, BT Big Button Phone, PS4 cooling fan, *2259
distribution amplifier, Optium Neo H montior and
others
*2260
Bag containing set up boxes and wireless related
accessories/devices
*2261
Box containing quantity of LP and 45 records to
include Leonard Cohen, Calvin Harris, Guvna B,
Elvis, David Bowie and others

*2237

Bag containing quantity of various music CD
albums

*2238

Bag containing quantity of DVD and Blu-Ray films

*2239

Bag containing various mobile phone accessories

*2240

Bag containing quantity of various mobile phone
cases and screen covers

*2241

Bag containing quantity of various electrical
related accessories; cables, PSUs, Sony laptop
keyboard, laptop cover, headset, etc
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Bag containing quantity of mobile and PC
accessories; tablet covers, earphones, cables,
PSUs, routers, adapters etc
Bag containing quantity of mostly cabling, leads
and laptop PSUs
Bag containing quantity of toner ink cartridges and
tablet covers
Bag containing toner, guitar stand, radio, custom
Parker pens, DVD+R, DVD player,video converter,
webcam etc
Sennheiser E945 microphone
Bag containing quantity of various printer ink
cartridges
Bag containing quantity of various music CD
albums
Bag containing quantity of mobile/tablet phone
cases and screen covers
Bag containing quantity of mobile/tablet cases and
screen covers

*2262

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
accessories; cables, adapters, earphones, repair
kits etc

*2263

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
accessories; cables, adapters, earphones, repair
kits etc

*2264

Bag containing quantity of electrical and PC
related accessories; leads, PSUs, boards, RAM,
adapters etc

*2265

Bag containing quantity of electrical and PC
related accessories; leads, PSUs, boards, RAM,

adapters etc

*2301

TTSims mobile phone

*2266

Bag containing quantity of empty jewellery boxes *2302

Bose SoundSport earphones

*2267

Bag containing Replacement remote controls,
Tablet accessories and screen protectors. etc.

*2303

5 pairs of wireless earphones; JBL, MPow, JLab
and two others

*2268

Sony Playstation 4 HDR slim console 500GB,
with sealed Red Dead Redemption 2 Game,
controller and accessories.

*2304

Wireless earphones; 2x i11 5.0, 3x i7S and i9STWS

*2269
*2270
*2271

*2305
Bag of Router and network kits, including BT WI-FI *2306
disc packs, etc.
*2307
Bag of Wifi Routers and network equipment,
including Draytek routers, SKY Q hub, etc.
*2308
Bag of Various electrical items to include Apple
*2309
Keyboard, All for one indoor TV aerial, etc.
*2310

Quantity of various earphones
Bag containing quantity of lightning cables
Betron MRJ-1060 Super Bass wireless earphones
(sealed)
Betron MRJ-1060 Super Bass wireless earphones
Tado Smart Radiator Thermostat
3x portable bluetooth speakers; JBL Go, A2DP
and one other

*2272

Four Auto Pay systems code units, two BT
Assure 4g Kits, Safeline MX2 Cop module, etc.

*2273

Bag containing TP-Link router BT Wifi disc kit, EE *2311
routers.
*2312

Huawei Band 3 Pro GPS fitness band

*2274

R31 Sony OLED 65" TV model KD65AG8 no
stand

*2313

Rotary GS03083 gents wristwatch in box

*2314

*2275

R32 Sony 65" TV KD65XG8505

8 watch faces in bag; Betima Star, Tavannes,
Roamer, Vitalis, Record, Uno and 2 others

*2276

R33 Sony 55" OLED TV KD55AG8

*2315

Quantity of various smart/activity bracelets

*2277

Samsung 55" curved screen TV UE55HU7100 (a/f)*2316

Quantity of various boxed and loose wristwatches

*2278

Ray-Ban 2132 sunglasses in case and box

*2279

Sony 65" TV KD-65XF9005 (a/f lines in screen, in *2317
stand)
2318
R35 Toshiba 55" TV 55U6663DB
*2319

*2280

R36 Toshiba 49" TV 49U7863DBC

*2281

Sony 40" LCD TV, no stand

*2320

Sports sunglasses in case

R38 Toshiba 32" LCD TV

*2321

Fat Shark FPV headset for drone racing

2283
*2284

Samsung 32" LCD TV
R39 Toshiba 24" 24W3863DB

*2322

Quantity of sunglasses in various styles in bag

*2323

Quantity of various reading glasses in bag

*2285

Toshiba 75" 75U6763DB (a/f smashed screen, no *2324
stand)
*2325
2343 Toshiba 75" TV 75U6763DB (cracked
screen, no stand)
*2326

Two Apple remote controls

Sony 49" KD-49XF9005 (a/f)

Marshall Bluesbreaker guitar pedal and Gibson
guitar strings

*2289

*2327
Panasonic Viera 42" plasma screen TV, no stand
with wall mount
*2328
TOshiba 55" TV 55E5863DB

*2290

Samsung 55" TV UE55HU6900U (a/f no stand)

*2329

*2291

R41 50" Sharp TV LC-50UI7422K (a/f)

Framed picture of band 'Genesis' bearing signature
(*UNVERIFIED*)

*2292

R42 Hi-Sense 50" TV H50U7AUK

*2330

Mantidy Gaucho Tech Roll Tan

*2293

R43 49" Toshiba TV 49U7863DBC

*2331

CS400 Compressor Sustainer pedal

*2294

Sony 49" TV KD49XE8196

*2332

*2295

R44 Toshiba 55" TV 55U7863DBC

2 Nintendo Switch games; Zelda Breath of Wind
and Skyrim

*2296

R45 55" Toshiba TV 55U7863DBC (a/f)

*2333

MicroSearch Ensco MS-ELEC unit

*2334

Errea Wigan Warriors XL Rugby shirt bearing
message and signature (*UNVERIFIED*)

2282

2286
2287
2288

Quantity of loose costume and dress jewellery

Spare
Oscar Deen 253-002 sunglasses with case and
box

Two PC fans, 2x 8GB RAM, Raspberry Pi 3, 4GB
laptop RAM, etc
DigiTech Freqout guitar pedal

Framed Pink Floyd The Wall 45 Record and album
cover (*UNVERIFIED*)

2297

Alba 19" LCD display TV with box

2298

Bush 19" display LCD TV

*2335

Garmin Edge 520 Cycling GPS

2299

R34 Toshiba portable DVD player with TV tuner
built in, carry case, power supply and aerial

*2336

Fender Aby Pedal

*2337

WorWoder headphones in case

*2300

Toshiba 3TB portable drive
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*2338

J. Hendry LTD Fireman's Helmet

charging station and power supply.

*2339

2x 3M 20" black privacy filter

*2373

*2340

Bag containing Canon 725 toner cartridge, tablet
covers, Cross pen, tablet keyboard, etc

Leathermans "Wave" multi tool with leather case,
and a Echo multi tool with case.

*2374

Miniature Nicolls "Keith Miller " autograph Cricket
bat Australia 1956.

*2341

Apple Airpods

*2342

Huawei FreeBuds wireless earphones

*2375

Sheaffer and cross Ball point Pens with cases.

*2343

4 pairs of wireless earphones; JBL Tune 110BT,
AF-A1, VAVA and ZB-1

*2376

Bag containing seven Bottles of Tattoo artist inks.

*2377

Polytune Bypass switch, Digital to analog Audio
converter, and Suzuki Harmonica SU-24, etc

*2378

Bag containing mixed electrical accessories,
including Accu plus 675 Hearing aid battery
charger, Digora imaging plates, etc.

*2344

Quantity of wireless earphones

*2345

Quantity of lightning cables and Apple plugs

*2346

Google Home Mini

*2347

Google Chromecast

*2379

Bose Soundtouch 10 wireless music system

*2348

Asus Wireless-N PCE-N15 adapter

*2380

*2349

Kingston A400 480GB SSD

Omeron Evolv automatic upper arm blood pressure
monitor,

*2350

WD Elements 2TB portable HDD

*2381

*2351

Mooyee Relaxer and Mooyee M2 wireless
massager

Omron M3 Automatic upper arm blood pressure
monitor.

*2382

Amazon echo smart speaker 2nd Generation
boxed.

*2383

Amazon Fire tv Stick with alexa voice remote,
boxed.

*2352

2x mini DVR camera's and GPS tracker

*2353

Pepewave Max BR1 router and WyreStorm
transmitter

*2354

Quantity of Apple MagSafe power supply units and *2384
*2385
mouse

Qur'an Cube led lamp Speaker in box.

*2355

Lenovo ThinkPad AC adapter

*2386

Samsung Wireless charger stand.

*2356

7 Official Nintendo DS chargers

*2387

Wuxi Dpower Li-Ion charger 42v 2.0A

*2357

4 Smok vaping kits/pens; Vape Pen 22, Stick
M17, Mag Baby Kit and Novo

*2388

Now Tv smart stick entertainment pack in box.

*2389

*2358

Vape pens/kits; IQOS, Aspire Gusto Mini and
Aspire PockeX

TomTom Start42 european map coverage GPS in
sealed box.

*2359

Quantity of vaping accessories and spares;
atomizers, tanks, coils, etc

*2390
*2391

Humax HB-1000s Freesat Reciever boxed.
Holy Stone Predator remote control quadcoptor in
box

*2360

Quantity of vaping accessories and spares;
atomizers, tanks, coils, etc

*2392

Vehicle Blackbox DVR rear view mirror camera.

*2361

BS-28 Bluetooth Soundbar Speaker

*2393

Kitvision Immense 360 Duo Camera.

*2362

Tile Mate key finder

*2394

Netgear Arlo Base Station in box.

*2363

2 watch repair kits

*2395

Hive active leak sensor in box.

*2364

Three Goebels W-German Figures, Two Dated
1938.

*2396

Izettle Reader remote payment device in box.

*2397

Ring Chime Pro extender kit.

*2365

Six Beswick "Hippos On Holiday" Limited Edition
of 3500 figures.

*2398

Nest Hello video doorbell system in seled box.

*2399

3D Sense Scanner Module By 3D systems.

Mason's Printed and hand painted china mantle
clock, together with another Mason's simlar
decorated vase.

*2400

Hive View Outdoor Camera in box.

*2401

Unimo Technology Co. Ltd 2-Way transceiver
model PZ-400NW boxed.

*2367

Sadler Ware China Tea Caddy. No 971334

*2402

*2368

Three Ashworth Bro plates,

Unimo Technology Co. Ltd 2-Way transceiver
model PZ-400NW boxed.

*2369

Nao Figurine, Bunnykins Cup, Stein and Musical
ceramic egg.

*2403

Unimo Technology Co. Ltd 2-Way transceiver
model PZ-400NW boxed.

*2370

Garmin eTrex H Hiking GPS in box.

*2404

*2371

Sony Walkman WM Ex506 Portable cassette
player with in-line remote.

Unimo Technology Co. Ltd 2-Way transceiver
model PZ-400NW boxed.

*2405

Wireless earphone headset in box.

Two Motorola DP-3400 handsets with a single

*2406

National Instruments myRio Test device pack.

*2366

*2372
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Recharable dog collar training device.

*2407

National Instruments myRio Test device pack.

*2408

National Instruments myRio Test device pack.

*2409

Biometric secure time attendance device, in box
with installation guide.

*2437

HP laptop core i3 7th generation processor, 4gb
RAM, 128gb ssd, no power supply, with box

*2410

E audio Contemporary Audio Solutuions 4"
speakers.

*2438

*2411

Bush Stereo Dab/FM radio in box.

Asus Vivobook laptop core i5 8th generation
processor, 4gb RAM, 128gb ssd, portable laptop
with touch screen

*2412

Manchester City 2018-19 season home shirt,
Medium fit, with Various Signatures (UNVERIFIED)

2439

Framed boxing glove signed by Mike Tyson with
Montage Moments certificate of authenticity

*2413

Arsenal FC 2018/19 season home shirt, Large fit,
No4 M.Elneny, Signed (UNVERIFIED)

2440

Framed and glazed Paul Scholes signed
Manchester United with certificate of authenticity
issued Penco UK Ltd

*2414

Skech Galaxy S9 Cover pack.

2441

Techwood LCD TV (a/f)

*2415

Dynamic Microphone kit with carry case.

2442

Fnatic Rush G1 backlite mechanical keyboard

*2416

Marshall Jack Rack 2 key holder

2443

On ear headphones by Fanny Wang in box

*2417

Portable blutooth tower speaker.

2444

Ubiquiti Networks Unifi APAC Pro wi-fi range
extender

*2418

Crestron MC3 3 series control system wireless
gateway unit.

2445

Zolman tower pc case (a/f)

*2419

2003 Liverpool FC 2000 home shirt in red size M
named Fowler with signature (unverified)

2446

AOC 23" monitor (a/f)

2447

LG PC monitor on stand

*2420

2131 LG portable speaker PJ9 with levitating base 2448
*2449
in box with power supply

AOC 23" monitor (a/f)

LG XBAI Google Assistant Speaker with box and *2450
power supply
2451
Sony SRS XB31 blu-tooth speaker, no power
2452
supply
2453
2135 LG Sound 360 speaker with box
2454
2136 LG Sound 360 speaker with box
2455
Bose Sound Link Mini 2 blu-tooth speaker with
box
*2456
Jawbone Jambox portable blu-tooth speaker in box

HP 27ES 27" display, no power supply

*2427

Ultimate Ears mega blast blu-tooth speaker with
Alexa voice control in box

*2457

2264 Belkin wireless G Plus notebook cards in
boxes

*2428

Ultimate Ears mega blast blu-tooth speaker with
Alexa voice control in box

*2458

2265 Belkin Omniview 8 port video splitter in box

*2429

X Boom Go PK7 portable blu-tooth speaker with
box

2459

Shelf comprising various novels, autobiographies,
hard back and paper back books etc

*2430

X Boom Go PK7 portable blu-tooth speaker with
box

2460

Shelf containing collection of hardback,
autobiographies, novels etc

*2431

2138 B&O Beolite portable blu-tooth speaker in
box

2461

Selection of children's books, graphic novels,
puzzle books etc

*2432

Ultimate Ears Wonder Boom portable blu-tooth
speaker with box

2462

Selection of reference materials, study materials,
hard back and paper back books

*2433

Ultimate Ears Wonder Boom portable blu-tooth
speaker with box

2463

Shelf containing selection of hard back and
paperback novels, autobiographies

*2434

HP 27" all in one PC core i5 8th generation
processor, 128gb ssd, 1tb hard drive with
keyboard, mouse and box

2464

Selection of children's books, puzzle books,
graphic novels etc

2465

Selection of hardback and paperback novels,
autobiographies etc

2466

Shelf containing large collection of reference and
learning materials

*2421
*2422
2423
*2424
*2425
2426

processor 8gb RAM, 1tb hard drive with power
supply and box

*2435

Asus Zenbook 14 laptop core i5 8th generation
processor, 8gb RAM, 256gb ssd, with power
supply and box

*2436

Lenovo Idea Pad 305 laptop core i3 5th generation 2467
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Acer 27" LCD display monitor
Dell Inspiron 531 PC with monitor and keyboard
2258 Acer 22" monitor in box
2259 Acer 22" monitor in box
Shuttle X mini PC with box
2262 4 Belkin wireless Pre N desktop network
cards
2263 4 Belkin wireless Pre N desktop network
cards in boxes

Selection of IT equipment, PC RAM, Logitech

cooling stand, mouse etc

*2499

Acer iconia 10" tablet with folio cover

2468

Hitatchi CP-CR555 projector with carry case and
remote

2500

Pair of Verge press play over ear headphones

2501

2469

Sanyo projector with carry case and accessories

Sony extra base headset together with 3 wire
mono pod kits

2470

Hitatchi CP-S240 projector with spare bulb and
carry case

*2502

2145 Pair of Sony WH-1000M3 over ear
headphones with box

*2471

HP Desk Jet 3762 printer in box

2503

*2472

HP Envy 5640 all in one printer in box

2221 Sony over ear headphones in carry case with
inline mic cable

*2473

2 Brother Business Smart printers (a/f)

*2504

2141 Pair of Bose on ear headphones in case

*2474

Sanos Simplicity TV wall mount for 22-55" TV's
(boxed)

2505

3 Sets of Sony Walkman and MP3 players

*2506

2388 Pair of Sony Walkman headphones

*2475

Sanos Simplicity TV wall mount for 22-55" TV's
(boxed)

2507

Apple i pad Air in box

2508

Apple i phone A1624 locked to i cloud

*2476

HP Amp blu-tooth audio printer

2509

Bag containing approx 30 laptop DDr2 ram

*2477

4 various all in one printers to include HP, Canon
and Epson

2510

6 Various Samsung Galaxy mobile phones for
spare and repair

2478

Samsung laptop, Pentium CPU, Windows 7 (a/f0

2511

6 Various Apple i phone for spare and repair

2479

Dell Inspiron laptop with power supply (a/f)

2481

2512
Lenovo core i3 laptop B590 with power supply (a/f) 2513
2 laptops by Acer and Toshiba (a/f)
*2514

2482

3 laptops for spares and repairs

2483

5 Exo Edition CD

2484

3 various laptops for spares and repairs by Sony, *2515
Acer and Toshiba
2516
2 laptops for spares and repairs by HP

2485

2 IBM Think Pad laptops with power supplies (a/f) 2517

2486

3 various laptops for spares and repairs to include
Toshiba, Sony
*2518

Go Pro Hero 4 black with accessories sin clear
bag

2480

2487

Amazon Kindle e book reader with sleeve
2 smart tracker fitness bands
2438 4 Various Apple i Phone 4 for spare and
repair
2478 Selection of 3 boxed TP link AC1750 wifi
range extenders

2017 All gaming retro TV gaming console

2089 Box containing qty of PS2 games

2519

spare

*2488

Sony ultra HD blu ray player model UBPX800 in
box no remote

2520

Selection of android tablets and e readers (af)

2521

Kurio intel powered tablet

*2489

2335 Lenovo smart google assistant 10" display
psu

2522

Lenovo tablet together with an i pad (af) for spare
and repair

*2490

2349 Apple iMac Retina 5k 27" 27 Ting model
computer, core i5 processor, 8gb RAM, 1tb hard
drive, Radeon Pro 575 graphics with wireless
keyboard, mouse and box (serial no.
C02TM08ZJ1GH)

2523

Olympus digital camera model E-PL1 (af body
only)

2524

Canon disposable film camera with case

2525

Nintendo Gameboy console with various games
inc. Tetras

2526

Nintendo DS lite in pink no accessories

2527

2 Gameboy Advance hand held consoles with a
game

2491

Apple i Mac 21.5" display with box

2492

Canon Eos 450D digital SLR camera with battery
and charger 18-55mm lens

2493
2494

Canon Eos 600D digital SLR camera with battery
charger and 18-55mm lens
*2528
Canon Eos 100D camera weith 75-300mm lens
with box and accessories

2495

Amazon Echo speaker together with a loose
speaker

2496

2382 Ring video door system in box

*2497
*2498

*2529

Acer chromebook 14 FHD laptop

*2530

Acer chromebook 14 FHD laptop

2531

2084 Limited Edition Crosley urban outfitters
cruiser portable record player

Lenovo idea pad laptop core i3 7th gen processor 2532
no psu (af)
2533
HP notebook laptop core i3 7th gen processor with
part power supply (af)
2534
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2197 6 Figures to inc. 4 Lladro, Spanish elephant
and a Nao musketeer

4 Lots of Maplin accessory kits
Box containing a collection of IT inc. controller,
power bank, multi media software, etc
Postcard album with contents

2535

Rolls Royce and Bentley owners book

2536

Collection of 4 various postcard albums

2569

Clear parcel with various loose stamps

2537

Selection of collectable cigarette cards

2570

2538

Red album containing Fritz Homann cards

2 Framed and glazed pictures inc. Princess
Diana, collectors book

2539

2 Clear trays of costume jewellery beads

2571

Viners epns cutlery set

2540

Selection of Heraldic series B.D.B. cigarette silks

2572

Collectors GP picture cards, stamps, etc

2541

Brook Bond tea card sets in binder

2573

2542

Cardboard tray containing a qty of Players
cigarette cards

Polaroid HD professional action camera model
XS100 with box

2574

2543

Large binder album containing documents

Polaroid HD professional action camera model
XS100 with box

2544

Gt Britain and Commonwealth stamps in
cardboard tray

2575

Polaroid HD professional action camera model
XS100 with box

2545

Queen Elizabeth II stamps

2576

2 Polaroid Action cameras XS10 in blister packs

2546

Blue collectors stock book with a collection of
world stamps

2577

Polaroid Sociomatic camera in box with vintage
case accessory

2547

Cardboard tray containing various 1st day covers

2578

Polaroid Sociomatic camera in box with vintage
case accessory

2548

Collection of engravings in binder

2579

2549

Shoe box containing a qty of cigarette cards,
Brook Bond, albums, etc

Polaroid Sociomatic camera in box with vintage
case accessory

2580

2550

2504 Various loose stamps in plastic crate

Polaroid Sociomatic camera in box with vintage
case accessory

2551

2 Game of Thrones books together with DVD
Seasons 1-6

2581

Boxed Sociomatic camera by Polaroid together
with a Polaroid neck holder accessory

2552

Box of loose stamps

2582

2553

2501 3 albums of British Commonwealth stamps

Boxed Sociomatic camera by Polaroid together
with a Polaroid neck holder accessory

2554

4 Various photo albums containing a qty of vintage 2583
postcards and others
2512 Box containing a qty of loose cigarette cards 2584

Boxed Sociomatic camera by Polaroid together
with a Polaroid neck holder accessory

2555

handbook

and 2 album of picture cards

Boxed Sociomatic camera by Polaroid together
with a Polaroid neck holder accessory

2556

2509 2 Albums of mixed stamps

2585

Polaroid HD action camera XS20 in blister pack

2557

2191 4 Static model trains to inc. The Duchess of
Buccluch

2586

Polaroid Cube Plus wi-fi action camera in bag (6)

2587

Selection of vintage film camera equipment to
include serial film projector, SUper Film 8 camera
and 8mm movie editor

2588

2522 Honer Verdi 2 piano accordion

2589

Case containing qty of used gaming headsets

2558

2537 Selection of assorted football match day
programmes from 70's-00's

2559

2515 Plastic bag containing loose and other
stamps, albums and contents

2560

2541 Broomhill Country Hotel menu together with 2590
personal account and a Broomhill special wine list 2591
2536 Clear bag containing cricket memorabilia,
annuals, books, etc
2592
2514 Qty of mixed postal stamps, books and
2593
contents
2594
2540 Peter Wrights Spy Catcher

Star Wars active money banks

2564

Selection of blu ray and DVD sets to inc. Harry
Potter, The Dark Knight and The Office

2595

Pair of binoculars in leather holdall case

2565

Selection of Arsenal football club matchday
programmes and memorabilia

2596

2 pairs of binoculars to include Prinz 8x30

2597

2566

7 Collectable Beano magazines, Star Trek book,
DVD's, etc

Minolta camera equipment to include lenses and
other accessories

2598

2567

Boxed Indian and Cadbury stockade game,
sunglasses and 3D glasses

Various vintage ceramic figures to include desktop
match holder figures by Royal Doulton

2599

2568

Automotive book together with 15th Edition

2427 Collection of EPNS ware items, various
plated wares, spoon etc

2561
2562
2563
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Selection of cassette tapes and Toshiba electric
calculator
Jaguar XJ220 race car
Selection of vinyl records in plastic crate
Aiwa hi-fi system with speakers and remote
control

2600

Cardboard box containing various ceramic and
2628
other collectable figures plus a Royal Doulton The
Skater figurine

Selection of vintage film camera equipment to
include Minolta SRT101 film camera and various
other accessories

2601

Green case containing qty of costume jewellery
items and watches

2629

2602

Box containing qty of costume jewellery items

Large crate containing qty of Ikon and Motorola
radio handset equipment, chargers, docks,
batteries etc

2603

Box containing qty of costume jewellery items

2630

Vintage Magic Lantern projector system

2604

Box containing qty of costume jewellery items

2631

2158 Hugo Boss reading glasses with hard case

2605

Box containing qty of costume jewellery items

2632

2606

Box of play worn, loose and other die cast
vehicles

2155 Pair of Rayban sunglasses with hard carry
case

*2633

2157 Pair of Caroline Herrera sunglasses in case

2607

Petri film camera with leather holdall

*2634

2152 Pair of Rayban sunglasses

2608

Thunderbirds hood action figure from 1999

*2635

2609

Selection of die cast vehicle including dinky toys,
vehicles etc

2076 Pair of Rayban sunglasses with hard carry
case

2636

Pair of Redsan sunglasses with carry case

2610

*2637
Selection of various Lilliput Lane model village
cottages to include The Boat Yard, Golden Jubilee 2638

Pair of Rayban sunglasses with hard carry case

Box containing large qty of Lledo and Days of
Yesteryear commercial vehicle models

Bag of various loose watches

2611
2612

2613
2614

2639

2640
2518 Box containing qty of loose costume
2641
jewellery items to include watches and other bric-a*2642
brac
Royal Doulton table ware Henry VIII character mug
2643
together with 6 wives with boxes
*2644
Lady golfer figurine

Pair of Rayban sunglasses with hard leather case
Casio sports watch on stand
Sekonda sports watch in blue
2447 Citizen Eco Drive stainless steel strap wrist
watch (a/f)
2449 2 vintage gents watches
2215 Michael Kors wrist watch in bag

Britannic calculator issued by Muldibo Calculating *2645
Machine Company Ltd with wooden protective
2646
case and key
2647
Instillation mega tester for 500v pressure by
Megger with leather carry holdall
*2648

2418 Various jewellery ear studs in bag

2617

Selection of vintage smoking pipes

2649

2618
2619

2 pipe holders including 1 musical one
3 various vintage pipes to include 1 with silver
collar

2453 Vintage Casio digital display wrist watch with
stainless steel strap and case

2650

2456 Gents black strapped Fuel wrist watch with
box

2620

Wooden table pipe holder rack together with
tobacco jar centre

2651

Accurist wrist watch with brown leather strap and
case

2621

Selection of F&F wrist watches in boxes

2652

Accurist ladies wrist watch in box

2622

Cardboard tray containing various used and other 2653
watches for spares and repairs including novelty
thimbles
2654
Box containing qty of IT and other accessories
2655
including TP Link wi-fi router, in car dash cams,
2656
label printers etc
2657
Crate containing various IT equipment, cables,
keyboards, USB cameras etc
2658

Lorus stainless steel strapped wrist watch with
box

Box containing qty of electrical sundries to include 2659
Sony MDR earphone sets, Adobe Acrobat
2660
software, treasure tags and madcat headset

Ladies Longines wrist watch in clear bag

2615

2616

2623

2624
2625

2626

Bag containing Kiddies V Tech Zoom camera,
vision cables etc

2627

Mixed PC cooling modules, internal riser cables
etc
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3 various watch movements, 2 by Roma
Selection of various sports and other stainless
steel wrist watches
Rotary ladies wrist watch in box

Black leather strapped watch
Armani Exchange wrist watch
Hugo Boss wrist watch in black and orange finish
Skagen wrist watch with stainless steel strap
2012 Apple Watch without strap (A/F for spares)
Various Casio and other watches including New
Balance active training watch

*2661

Osprey brown leather wallet

*2662

Osprey brown leather wallet

2663

Bag of mixed used wrist watches (a/f)

2664

Bag of mixed used wrist watches (a/f)

2665

Bag of mixed used wrist watches (a/f)

2702

(RR 103) A parian bust modelled as the Maid of
Athens by John and Thomas Bevington numbered
334, h. 20 cm

2666

Bag of mixed used wrist watches (a/f)

2667

Bag of mixed used wrist watches (a/f)

2668

2597 Tray containing 5 various vintage watches

2703

2611 4 albums of various Slammer Wammer
collectors disks

2669

???????????????????????

2704

Vintage pipe

2670

Cardboard box containing qty of various wrist
watches

2705

2671

Selection of various medals to include Masonic
and various World War medals

(RR 108) A crested ware model of a chair
decorated with John Wesley, together with an
engraving of Samuel Wesley

2706

2672

2 bags of mixed EPNS cutlery ware

4 Signed football photographs to include Aaron
Lennon, Peter Crouch, Jermaine Defoe etc

2673

Masonic lodge apron and leather holdall

2707

2674

4 Framed and glazed sets of pocket watches with
2708
knives

(RR 339) A pair of Imari side plates, typically
decorated, d. 22 cm

2675

White metal ware jewellery to include bangles,
charm bracelets and Links of London boxes

2676

Fine gold chain with pendant and earring

2677

2413 Hallmarked gold ring in case

2678

Selection of mixed jewellery to include various
rings, earrings, studs etc

2679

Hallmarked gents ring with case

2680

White metal ware case containing various items of
2713
costume jewellery

2681

Selection of costume jewellery items in cases

2682

2 silver bracelets, 18 and 9ct gold rings and other
hall marked jewellery items

2683

Silver hall marked cased pocket watch

2684

(RR 109) Bedford Grammar School Interest: a
1910 boy's cap, a 1908 pewter cup engraved for
the 'Under 16 Open Fours', a Goss bowl and a
Shelley cup

2709

2608 Selection of Royal Scotts glassware

2710

Sony digital camcorder handy cam charger in box

2711

Selection of mp3 and other devices in box

2712

Sony Walkman player and a stereo sound
cassette player
2623 Polaroid HD Professional action camera with
case and silicone protective case

2714

2622 Polaroid HD Professional action camera
together with a silicone case

2715

2620 Selection of EPNS ware items and table
ware sets

Various cases of mixed costume jewellery items
to include watches, rings etc

2716

Selection of various digital camera, mobile phone
and other IT equipment

2685

Bag of various bead necklaces and costume
jewellery items

2717

Digital photo frames in plastic crate

2686

Selection of various silver handled knives

2718

Air Fix models together with a Matchbox rough
rider impossible super rider system in box

2687

3 Various pocket watches

2719

2688

Action camera cases x 4

Box containing large qty of electrical accessories,
keyboards, PS2 games etc

2689

Biolux MG microscope

2720

2690

2607 2 glazed cased jewellery holders

Zomei camera tripod stand together with a KEW
Mode international tripod stand

*2691
*2692

2721
2006 Silver plated table jug and 2 engraved EPNS
2722
trophies
2605 Selection of various wooden carved animals 2723

4 Trays of action figures and accessories
6 Various 8mm film projectors with cases
Large collection of 8mm projection equipment

2693

Various oversized and other lighters

2724

2694

Binoculars, mobile phones and loose vintage
camera equipment

Various 8mm film projector equipment and slide
projectors

*2725

2654 Bush portable record player with CD's

2695

Panasonic Lumix FS33 digital camera with case
and charger

*2726

2636 Selection of 12 Clawson glove gardening
sets

2696

Selection of digital film camera equipment in tray

2727

2697

2391 Polaroid Sociomatic camera

HD DVR in car dash cam, Tom Tom sat van and a
Nav man in box

2698

2728
2392 Polaroid SOciomatic camera with front plate
2729
accessory

2699

Harry Potter Royal Doulton figurine in box

2700

Various cassette players and Sony Walkman

2701

2616 Selection of vintage musical figurines
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In car entertainment DVD player
Sony DVD player with another DVD player and
Now TV box

2730

Panasonic portable DVD player

2731

Cardboard tray with a selection of sunglasses

2732

2266 Philips multi media viewing system with
stand

2771

Cambridge audio topaz AM10 integrated amp and
speakers

2733

Wifi alarm clock with Ivation stereo speaker

2772

Goodmans karaoke machine (af)

2734

3 Various Jawbone Up activity trackers together
with a polo 3 fitness watch

2773

117 Akkai hifi system with speakers

*2774

2735

Sony DVD player and a Sony VHS

Ion party rocker max portable bluetooth speaker
with mic

2736

Jawbone Up move wireless activity tracker

*2775

Ion block rocker portable speaker (af)

2737

93 Dedicated Micross Sprite 2 recorder

2776

Pulse stereo speaker set in box

2738

Set of Sennheiser headphones

2777

2739

2315 Selection of various remote control battery
packs

Pair of Tangent acoustics UK monitor 5 2 way
loud speakers

*2778

Audio Technica direct drive professional turntable

2740

B&O Beolit 15 portable bluetooth speaker

2779

Rel acoustic quake 100w sub woofer

2741

96 Roland VS-880 digital studio work station with
manual

2780

Numark VMX300 mixer with 2 MDX200
professional CD players

2742

Yamaha P4500 power amp

2781

Casio song bank keyboard

2743

94 Cloud Z82 8 zone venue mixer

2782

2 Bags of mobile phone charging cables

2744

Boxed VR headset for mobile phone

2783

2745

Muzo copperstone portable wireless speaker

Bag containing mixed electrical sundries to inc.
various cables, etc

2746

Bose sound link mini portable bluetooth speaker
no accessories

2784

Various replacement cables, sundries, etc

2785

Various mobile phone repair kits

2747

2663 In car entertainment screen in box

2786

Riley poker chip set

2748

2630 Bayan Audio sound scene 3 bluetooth
speaker no accessories

2787

Various European and product stamps to inc.
German

*2749

2667 Bayan Audio sound scene 3 portable
bluetooth speaker no accessories

2788

Selection of brooches in tray

2789

Various name tag brooches in tray

98 Sony portable radio system with psu

2790

Various loose brooches in purple tray

*2751

2642 LED desk lamp in box

2791

*2752

2642 LED desk lamp in box

Selection of GB coins to inc. 6 £2 coins, 4 £5
crowns, 2 50p

*2753

2641 LED desk lamp in box

2792

Edward VII long service naval medal issued to
THOS.SMITH on the HMS Blake

2750

2754

Sound sound link colour speaker and an astro mix
amp
2793

2755

Virgin Media service meter

2756

2 PMP together with a selfie case

2757

Selection of various bank notes

2794

Selection of costume jewellery items to inc. fine
yellow metal chain, gold bracelet

Navicon blue edition sat nav in box

2795

2758

Sega Mega Drive console with accessories in
plastic tray

2 8mm sports special edition England International
football games

2796

England 1966 world championship programme

2759

In car DVD entertainment pack in bag

2797

2760

Pair of Sony wireless headphones in box

Various items of costume jewellery to inc. various
necklaces, etc

2761

Sony blu ray disk player no remote

2798

Plastic tray containing various crowns to inc.
1953, sixpences, dollar, etc

2799

Selection British and other coinage inc.
collectable crowns in bag

2800

Tin containing a qty of mixed world coinage to inc.
British, Spanish, etc

*2762

2732 4 Boxed robo cups

2763

Preps by Creo Kodak software packages

2764

Intempo music dock in box

2765

92 Sansui amp CD and turntable with headphones

2766

Samsung digital printer with bag

2801

2727 Plastic tray containing British coinage

*2767

2632 2 Crazy tables by united utilities games for
kids

2802

Album containing various English, Irish and other
Foreign coins

*2768

2648 4 Safe line hands free kits in boxes

2803

2729 Tray containing a selection of British coins

Sony dream machine alarm clock radio

2804

2723 T?ray containing a qty of gaming tokens and
world coinage

2769
*2770

Pioneer micro hifi system with r/c model HM-20
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2805

2730 Pink album of foreign and English coins

2806

Didgeridoo approx. 4'

2807

Stradivarius violin copy in hard case

2808

2551 Stenta 3/4 violin with case and bow

*2809

Sony MHC-V72D karaoke music system in box

*2810

Sony MHC-V72D karaoke music system in box

2811

Nivico globe speaker baffle by JVC x2

2812

5 Bag of UK power lead cables

2813

Drum stool

2814

Skywatcher reflector telescope with surveyor
stand tripod

2815

Dr Who augmented reality wall stickers

2816

Casio CTK150 keyboard with stand headphones
and psu

2817

2755 6 String acoustic guitar

2818

Rockburn 6 string sunburst finish electric guitar

2819

Vintage encore 6 black , brown and white electric
6 string guitar

2820

Hih black and navy blue coloured acoustic guitar

2821

Fender 6 string natural finish acoustic guitar with
shoulder strap

2822

X Box 360 console with controller and games

2823

Nintendo Wii console with games and accessories

2824

Selection of PS3 games

2825

Sega Mega Drive with controllers

2826

Selection of Nintendo DS games in pink carry
case

*2843

Fiesta voice bluetooth portable karaoke system in
box

*2844

Fiesta voice bluetooth portable karaoke system in
box

*2845

Singing machine karaoke system (af)

*2846

Bag of loose cabling, battery banks, alarm clocks,

*2847

Bag containing various sunglasses, reading
glasses frames (af)

*2848

Bag containing mixed fast charge wireless
charging, music duke box and Sony bluetooth
speaker

*2849

Bag containing a qty of Kanex bluetooth keyboard
sets in boxes

*2850

Bag containing a qty of Kanex bluetooth keyboard
sets in boxes

*2851

Acurite digital wall clock with 4 wifi Lacrosse
projection wall clocks

*2852

Trex titanium bone conduction aftershox gaming
headsets in bag

*2853

Michael Kors handbag (af)

*2854

Michael Kors large black leather handbag (af)

*2855

V Tech kiddi zoom items to inc. watches and
cameras

*2856

3 Boxed Next Base in car dash cams with loose
accessories

*2857

3 Boxed TP link AC1750 wifi range extender's and
Motorola wifi camera

2858

Cheetah speed trap detector rear view mirror

2859
Nintendo Wii games console with accessories and *2860
games
*2861
X Box 360 console with games and power adaptor

Ultimate ears wonder boom speaker in box

2829

PS2 games to inc Lord of the Rings, 3rd Age, Van *2862
Helsing and Raleigh 3

Various Logitech acer keyboard with Carrera mitre
stand

2830

Nintendo Wii console with balance board in box

*2863

Slim box M1 network TV box

2831

Realistic DX-34 short wave receiver by Radio
Shack in box

*2864

Slim box M1 network TV box

*2865
Regulated DC power supply together with an Era
*2866
micro reader and an Amstrad E901 with mic
*2867
112 Drake R8 e communications unit

Slim box M1 network TV box

2827
2828

2832
2833

Sony sound bar model HTX8500 in box
Samsung wireless sound bar and sub woofer with
psu

Slim box M1 network TV box
2123 Bag of 5 boxed Miriam size UK 7 sliders

2834

Realistic 200 channel pro 2021 scanner together
with fixing in car cassette player and tuner

*2868

2126 Bag containing 5 boxed sets of Miriam UK
size 7 sliders

2835

Halicrafters Co. model S38 radio selector

*2869

2127 Bag of 5 sets of Miriam UK size 7 sliders

2836

Kenwood all mode transceiver with mic

*2870

2119 Bag containing 5 pairs of boxed UK size 6
sliders

2837

Rotel RBC-240 transceiver

2838

Trio R1000 communications receiver in box

*2871

2120 Bag containing 5 sets of UK size 6 Miriam
sliders

2839

Morse code buzzer module

*2872

2840

2742 Maplin stereo equaliser with a realistic 4
channel mixer

2121 Bag containing 5 sets of UK size 6 Miriam
sliders

*2873

2841

111 Bidmans micro hifi system

2122 Bag containing 5 sets of UK size 6 Miriam
sliders

2842

110 Goodmans CD player with radio

*2874

2113 Bag containing 5 boxed pairs of UK size 5
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Miriam sliders

*3024

Box Waterford crystal glass set (2 only)

*2875

2114 Bag containing 5 boxed pairs of UK size 5
Miriam sliders

*3025

Box cont. Lock & Lock food containers, Starbucks
mug, etc.

*2876

2115 Bag containing 5 boxed pairs of UK size 5
Miriam sliders

*3026

Large bag of mixed reading and sunglasses

*3027

*2877

2104 Bag containing 5 boxed pairs of UK size 4
Miriam sliders

Large bag pof mixed stationery inckl. Pukka pad,
till roll, highlighters, pads etc.

3028

Box VonShelf slow juicer

*2878

2105 Bag containing 5 boxed pairs of UK size 4
Miriam sliders

3029

Box cont. Depend Comfort Protect underwear

*2879

2106 Bag containing 5 boxed pairs of UK size 4
Miriam sliders

*3030

Box cont. Royal Doulton dinner plates and mugs

*3031

Boxed Neat Freak organiser

*3032

Boxed porcelain dinenrware set

2880

10 various X Box One games

2881

Boxed porcelain serving bowl set

2882

2747 Flight case containing various mic equipment *3033
*3034
Casio keyboard with psu and part stand

2883

spare

*3035

Quantity of small Signature bowls

2884

spare

*3036

3 boxed porcelain bowls

2885

spare

*3037

2886

spare

2 boxed Homeware bowl sets, plus one other bowl
set

2887

spare

*3038

Boxed Bormioli Rocco tumbler set

2888

spare

*3039

Boxed Rocco glass tumbler set

2889

spare

*3040

Boxed Tefal saute pan

2890

spare

*3041

Boxed Starfrit The Roc frying pan

*3042

Boxed Starfrit The Roc cookware set

*3043

Boxed Starfrit The Roc cookware set

*3044

Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto Minime coffee
machine

4 boxes cont. Guzzini bowl sets

*3001

Boxed Delonghi Latte creamer system

*3002

Boxed Delonghi Latte creamer system

*3003

Boxed Kitchenaid mixer

*3004

Boxed Kitchenaid mixer

*3045

Boxed Joseph Joseph chopping board set

*3005

Boxed Kitchenaid 1.5L electric kettle

*3046

Boxed Joseph Joseph chopping board set

*3006

Boxed Delonghi Multi-grill

*3047

Boxed Joseph Joseph chopping board set

*3007

Boxed Nutri Ninja blender

*3048

Boxed Stoneware serving set

*3008

Boxed Kenwood Multi Pro compact blender

*3049

Boxed Maxwell Williams Exotica mug set

*3009

Boxed Kenwood Multi Pro compact blender

*3050

Boxed Maxwell Williams Exotica mug set

*3010

Boxed Kenwood Multi Pro compact blender

*3051

Boxed Maxwell Williams Exotica mug set

*3011

Boxed Kenwood Multi Pro compact blender

*3052

Boxed Maxwell Williams Exotica mug set

*3012

Boxed Kenwood Multi Pro compact blender

*3013

Box containing kettle, lamp, iron etc.

*3053
3054

Boxed Maxwell Williams Exotica mug set
spare

*3014

4 packs of 4 rolls of revesible wrapping paper

3055

spare

*3015

Bag containing quantity of dashboards

*3056

*3016

Stack of space saving laundry baskets

Boxed Morphy Richards soup maker, plus one
unboxed

3017

Boxed stainless steel wok

3018

Self seal envelopes, pre folded envelopes, paper *3057
etc.
*3058
Box cont. small glass dishes
*3059

3019
3020

Lervia sewing machine and pedal
Boxed Singer sewing machine

*3060

2 Igloo cooler bags plus an Ultra Cool lunchpack

*3061

Box of Food Saver bags

*3021
3022
*3023

4 grey sofa cushions

*3062
Tray cont. silicon sports watches, hamburger mini
speakers etc.
*3063
Box cont. Kitchenaid silicon kicthen utensil set,
*3064
sink set, soft handle tool set
*3065
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4 boxed Fill and Enjoy XL Brita water filters
2 Sistema food storage container sets

Boxed 2 piece drawer organiser set, plus vintage
lazy susan
3 boxed wifi projection alarm clocks
Boxed Mini Eco Living bin
Boxed Mini Eco Living bin

*3066

Box cont. 3 melamine plates, plus one bowl

3106

Mini Morphy Richards mixer plus a blender

*3067

Flow Salad mixing bowl

3107

spare

*3068

Flow Salad mixing bowl

3108

spare

*3069

Boxed Flow Salad mixing bowl

*3109

Instant Pot programmable pressure cooker

*3070

2 boxed two tier basket stands

*3110

Qty of Denby plates and bowls

*3071

Box cont. quantity of used Gotham pro steel pans *3111

2 Keep Cool shopping bags

*3072

Boxed 2 piece Gotham pro pan set (used)

Glass vase

*3073

4 drawer stationery organiser, plus 15L storage set 3113

3072 Joseph Joseph chopping board set

*3074

Indoor/outdoor mats, bed pillows

*3114

Milk shake maker set

*3075

Stack of outdoor mats

*3115

Milk shake maker set

*3076

Bag cont. dog toys etc.

*3116

Milk shake maker set

*3077

Small bag of Duracell and Kirkland batteries

*3117

*3078

Tray of wine glasses, tumblers etc.

Panasonic KXTGH264 digital cordless phone with
answering machine

*3079

Bag cont. quantity of Panasonic and BT phone
handsets

*3118

Panasonic KXTGH264 digital cordless phone with
answering machine

*3080

Box cont. storage boxes and other items

*3119

*3081

Quantity of Garcinia Combogia 250 dietary
supplements

Panasonic kxtg8564 digital cordless phone with
answering machine

3120

BT home phone with answering machine

*3082

Bag cont. mixed reading and sunglasses

*3121

BT premium phone handset

*3083

Bag cont. quantity of mixed lighting, LED lights
etc.

*3122

BT premium phone handset

*3123

BT premium phone handset

Bag cont. teeth whitening kits, Max Factor
makeup, Phillips toothbrush sets etc.

*3124

BT 7600 digital cordless phone with answering
machine

3085

Box cont. mixed women's clothing

*3125

Box containing Kenwood mixer plus attachments

3086

Large box of mixed celebratory cards

*3126

Box containing mixing bowls

3087

Box of mixed celebratory cards

*3127

Box containing scented candles

3088

Bag cont. Ellen Reyes shawls

*3128

LED wax candle set

3089

Large bag cont. quantity of 45 new ladies t-shirts

3129

Elle hair straighteners

3090

Bag cont. 1 pair of curtains, 8x8 width, 4x6 length *3130

*3084

*3091

Box cont. quantity of Comfort Protect underwear

*3092

Box cont. quantity of Sistema food storage
containers

3112

Jose Ebar flat iron straighteners plus featherweight
hair dryer

3131

Boxed 8" sensor Simple Human mirror

*3132

Boxed 8" Simple Human sensor mirror

3011 Boxed Lock and Lock oven glass food
storage set

*3133

Boxed 8" Simple Human sensor mirror

*3134

3 desk top touch lights

*3094

Boxed seasoning mill plus a insulated portable
coffee maker

*3135

3 desk top touch lights

3095

Morphy Richards filter espresso and cafe latte
coffee machine

*3136

4 boxed Ottelite desk lamps

*3137

3 boxed Ottelite desk lamps

3138

2 boxes containing mixed items, pasta making kit,
electric pastry press, artificial flowers etc

*3139

2 comfort pillows

3140

Large electric heating pan

3141

Box containing kitchen utensils, small bowls,
plates, etc

*3142

Box containing 5 Ottelite desk lamps

3143

3080 Halogen visi chef

*3144

Stack of bath rugs

*3145

Bag containing mixed stationary to include playing
cards, laminator, etc

3093

*3096

Swan water urn

*3097

Swan water urn

*3098

Seville chopping board set plus a pepper
dispenser

*3099

Ninja ultimate blender

*3100

Boxed Bosch steam iron

*3101

Bosch steam iron (boxed0

3102

Russell Hobbs steam iron

*3103

Philips steam iron

*3104

Philips steam iron

*3105

Yo Nanas healthy dessert maker
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3146

2 piece brown leather organiser

3147

Vax cleaning pads, food storage containers etc

3148

Box containing qty of Moshi Monster duvet sets

3149

Pair of roller skating boots

*3150

accessories

Box containing pillows, large throw etc

*3185

Hand held Dyson V6 fluffy vacuum cleaner with
accessories

*3186

Boxed Dyson cool AM07 tower fan with base and
remote

3151

Lot containing electric kettle, coffee machine,
footspa etc

3187

Westwood heater

*3188

Tailer scales

3152

Hot water drinks dispenser

*3189

2 2 in 1 mini vacuum cleaners

3153

Go Chef 8 in 1 cooker

*3190

I Robot vacuum cleaner with charger

3154

Bag containing large scented candles

3191

3155

Clothes rail

3046 Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini coffee
dispenser

3156

Bag containing polyester cotton sheet set plus
some white pillow cases

3192

Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto Krups coffee
dispenser

3157

Large bag of digital sports watches

*3193

Boxed porcelain serving bowl set

3158

Bag of 32 degree cool t-shirts

3194

Small spinning spice rack

3159

Bag containing pink Reebok sports caps

3195

3104 Mood light and nature sound alarm clock
plus 2 wi-fi projection alarm clocks

3160

3151 Henry vacuum cleaner with pole

3196

*3161

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole

Children In Need ceramic coin box plus a stone
effect sitting bunny

*3162

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole

*3197

Kenwood mixer plus some attachments

*3163

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole

*3198

Eco NSA pedestal fan with remote

*3164

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole

*3199

Eco NSA pedestal fan with remote

*3165

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole

*3200

Eco NSA pedestal fan with remote

*3166

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole

*3201

Eco NSA pedestal fan no remote

*3167

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole

*3202

Bionair pedestal fan no remote

*3168

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole

*3203

3 upright Honeywell tower fans

*3169

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole and small
bag of accessories

3204

Upright Honeywell tower fan

3205

*3170

Large stack of Shark steam mops

Hand held G Tech vacuum cleaner with charger
and 2 attachments

*3171

Box containing qty of Henry vacuum cleaner
accessories

*3206

Boxed Shark steam mop

*3207

Upright Shark vacuum cleaner with 2 attachments

*3172

Small kitchen caddy plus a fruit basket

*3208

Upright Dyson light ball origin vacuum cleaner

*3173

Boxed stackable buffet caddy plus a 2 tier fruit
basket stand

*3209

Upright Dyson light ball origin vacuum cleaner

3210

3193 Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*3211

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*3212

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

3174

2 boxed Stylecraft table lamps

3175

5398 Bag containing 2 small ladies cross body
bags

3176

5385 Bag containing small ladies red bag plus
another cross body bag

*3213

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

3214

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

3177

3607 Bag containing 2 Kiplin bags

3215

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

3178

3303 Remington Intense pulse light hair remover

3216

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

3179

Boxed Delonghi coffee dispenser

3217

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

3180

Classic Kenwood mixer plus attachments

3218

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

3181

3157 Boxed Dyson V8 absolute with box and
accessories

3219

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

3220

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

*3182

Hand held Dyson V8 absolute vacuum cleaner
with accessories

3221

Upright G Tech Air Ram no charger

*3183

Hand held Dyson V6 fluffy vacuum cleaner with
accessories

*3222

Sabatier knife block and knife set

*3223

Fabre ware knife block and knife set

*3184

Hand held Dyson V6 fluffy vacuum cleaner with

*3224

Global knife block and knife set plus 3 other
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knives

*3261

3225

Stone and Mason ladies small clutch purse in box 3262

3226

3729 4 x Kevin Murphy Angel : Rinse, Wash,
Me.Rinse & Me.Wash

2 roller duffle suitcases
Laptop bag, small black carry case plus Travel
Pleasure small wheel case

*3263

1 boxed and 1 unboxed of Bolle snow/ski helmets

*3227

Large hard shelled american tourister suitcase in
blue

3264

Ladies Andrew Mark full zip fur hood coat size L

3265

3017 Pizza oven

*3228

Large hard shelled american tourister suitcase in
blue

3266

3130 2 cosmetic cases

*3229

Large hard shelled american tourister suitcase in
yellow

3267

spare

3268

3145 2 Philips Senseo coffee machines

*3230

Large hard shelled american tourister suitcase in
dark red

3269

3143 2 Philips Senseo coffee machines

3270

3148 2 Philips Senseo coffee machines

Large hard shelled american tourister suitcase in
dark blue

3271

3137 2 Philips Senseo coffee machines

Large hard shelled american tourister suitcase in
black

3272

3736 Medium size black fabric suitcase

*3233

Mini red hard shell american tourister suitcase

3273

3287 Large bag of blue shopping bags

*3234

Mini red hard shell american tourister suitcase

3274

3284 Large bag of silver and black cooler bags

*3235

Large hard shell silver Samsonite suitcase

3275

*3236

2 piece hard shelled Samsonite suitcase set

Box containing gangster and doctor dressing up
outfits

*3237

2 piece hard shelled Samsonite suitcase set

3276

Large bag of mixed household

*3238

2 piece dark silver samsonite hard shell suitcase
set

3277

Large bag of girls toys

3278

Large bag of household

*3239

Dark grey 2 piece hard shell Samsonite suitcase
set

3279

Large bag of household

3280

Large bag of mixed boys toys

*3240

Light silver hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

*3231
*3232

*3244

3281
2 piece silver hard shell Samsonite suitcase set in 3282
box
3283
Large hard shell silver samsonite suitcase in box
3284
Large hard shell Antler suitcase in black with box
*3285
Large fabric Skyway Luggage suitcase

*3245

Large fabric Skyway Luggage suitcase

*3246

Mini hard shell DKNY suitcase with box

*3247

2 High Sierra back packs plus Under Armour
backpack

*3241
*3242
*3243

Mixed bag of toys
large bag of mixed toys
Large bag of mixed toys
Large bag of pre-school toys
2 large bags of mixed items inc. cuddly toys,
household etc

3286

Red Bull Formula One team bag plus various
Formula One clothing and other mixed clothing

3287

Red Bull Formula One racing bag plus large Red
Bull racing coats and other mixed Formula One
clothing etc

*3288

Box containing 12 Love Heart decorative buckets

3248

2 Paris jumpers in small and XL

3249

3442 Tray of Lodis bags

3250

Box containing quantity of ladies Weiyouma tights *3289
in various styles
*3290

Box containing 12 decorative butterfly planters

3251

Mixed Diesel, Levi ladies jeans etc

*3291

Box containing 42 Mr and Mrs hanging plaques

3252

3838 Boxed pair of ladies Lacoste shoes size 8

*3292

Box containing 64 plain small decorative buckets

3253

3836 Bag containing pair of ladies New Balance
trainers, ladies Skechers, pair of Easy B sandals

*3293

Box containing 64 plain small decorative buckets

*3294

3254

3709 large bag of mixed cosmetics

3255

3649 large bag of mixed cosmetics

Large box containing mixed home decorative
items inc. wooden decorative baskets, wooden
key holders etc

*3295

Box containing approx 12 decorative butterfly
storage tins

3296

4 large boxes of morph costumes

3297

Large bag of morph costumes

3298

Roll of various coloured fabric 4.4m

3256
*3257

3634 Large bag of mixed cosmetics
2 Lodis bags with Osprey London purse

*3258

Boxed High Sierra roller duffle suitcase

*3259

2 piece grey fabric samsonite suitcase set

*3260

2 piece grey fabric samsonite suitcase set
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12 decorative love heart handle small buckets

*3299

Large box of mixed decorative wooden mirrors,
plain wooden plaques etc

*3300

Large box of mixed home decorative items

*3301

Large box of mixed home decorative items

*3302

Large Kirkland dog bed

*3303

Large kirkland dog bed

*3304

Giant size stuffed bear

*3305

LED light Halloween pumpkin

*3306

LED light Halloween pumpkin

*3307

LED light Halloween pumpkin

*3308

LED light Halloween pumpkin

*3309

LED light spider

3310
*3311
3312

Box of mixed children's toys
Boxed bat mobile pedal go-kart
3733 Large stuffed diniosaur

*3313

2 Star Wars Kylo Ren ty-fighter sets

*3314

Animal Planet clever bed

3315
*3316

Captain Hook cabinet of hooks sets
1 boxed and 1 unboxed ride on trunkies

*3340

Happy Halloween outdoor mat

*3341

Large box containing mixed thermal drinking
bottles etc

*3342

Pallet containing a large quantity of swimming
costumes to inc. children's swimming costumes,
children's and women's Speedo swimwear

*3343

Large pallet containing used clothes and linen

3344

2 clothes rails

3345

3421 Treadmill

3346

Rowing machine

3347

3418 Rowing machine

3348

Exercise bike

*3349

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3350

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3351

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3352

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3353

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3354

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3355

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3356

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3357

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

*3358

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

3317

Box of Minions travel art cases

3318

Box of Bugs in the Kitchen game, Game of Life
junior etc

3319

Orbit explorer drone with camera

*3359

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

3320

Family Towers model car plus Jaguar SS100 1937 *3360
model car
*3361
*3362
2 adult US Divers snorkel masks

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

Box of mixed toys inc. model cars, craft jars,
drones, water guns etc

*3363

Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

3364

Pair of ladies white ice skates, size 10

Miwi gaming entertainment system

3365

Pair of white Boston ice skates, size 9.5

*3324

2 Wilson outdoor badminton sets

3366

4 wooden stacking trains

*3325

Box of mixed toys inc. Techno Gear sets, model
cars, bumper stationery sets etc

3367

4 boxed pairs of Neo-snap Adidas shoes sizes 7,
7, 8 & 7

*3326

2 Neff Zombie strike dreadbolt bows

3368

4 boxed pairs of Adidas Adria shoes in mixed
sizes (3.5, 4.5, 4, 4.5)

3369

4 boxed pairs of children's Adidas trainers,
Animal, etc. (sizes 7, 6, 7.5, 5.5)

3370

4 boxed pairs of children's Adidas shoes - Court,
Animal, etc (sizes 7, 6, 8.5 and 5.5)

3371

5 boxed pairs of children's Adidas shoes BL Court
CMF shoes, sizes 9.5, 6, 5, 5.5 and 6

3372

4 boxed pairs of children's Adidas superstar
sandals all in size 9

3373

4 boxed pairs of children's Adidas shoes: Nitro
charge football boots (size children's 11) plus 3
boxed pairs of children's Stan Smith AD colour
trainers size 4.5, 4.5 and 6

3374

Baby's cradle bouncer and 2 teddy's toy box
swings

*3375

3 foam rollers

*3376

5 boxed pairs of Fila memory foam trainers, mixed

*3321
*3322
3323

3327

2 boxes of large paper lanterns

*3328

Bag of 4 training Mitre footballs

*3329

Toot Toot V-tech amusement park set

*3330

Large quantity of Big Joe pool pets

*3331

Sit on interactive unicorn toy

*3332

Bag containing 5 Mitre footballs

*3333

Bag containing 5 Mitre training footballs

*3334

Bag containing 4 Wilson NSA basketballs

3335

Box of various board games etc

*3336

Leap Frog learning safari play space set plus
child's pre school garage

3337

Mega Block set plus Lego Classics block set

3338

4 x 4 rock climber r/c car

*3339

Box containing 3 Mitre footballs and a cycle
helmet
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Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights
Boxed LED 3-light vanity lights

sizes
*3377
*3378
*3379

3413

5 boxed pairs of Fila memory foam trainers, mixed 3414
sizes
3415
5 boxed pairs of Fila memory foam trainers, mixed 3416
sizes
*3417
5 boxed pairs of Fila memory foam trainers, mixed
*3418
sizes

*3380

5 boxed pairs of Fila memory foam trainers, mixed
*3419
sizes

*3381

2 bags of mixed miscellaneous

*3382

2 bags of mixed miscellaneous

*3383

2 bags of mixed miscellaneous

3420

Beko 7kg washing machine
Beko dishwasher
White dishwasher
Cooke and Lewis ceramic hob
Box containing used and odd shoes
Large pallet containing mixed Summer Waves
swimming pools
Large pallet containing mixed Summer Waves
swimming pools
3422 Large pallet containing used linen throws,
pillows, etc.

*3421
Box containing large qty of American football male *3422
costumes
*3423
Large box of ladies Captain Aanauti Lass
*3424
costumes
Black box containing large qty of haunted mansion *3425

3 unboxed Eco Living bins

portrait shirts

*3426

3 unboxed Eco Living bins

3387

3369 Bag containing 3 leather effect carry bags

*3427

2 boxed and one unboxed Eco Living bins

3388

3267 Bag containng qty of Revel-on shape-andsmooth hair stylers

*3428

3 boxed Style Craft table lamps

*3429

Boxed floor lamp

Pedal and push-along Radio Flyer trike

*3430

3 unboxed table lamps

3390

Pool table plus Monte Carlo knight's duluxe
gaming set

3431

3391

Mounted small punch bag with gloves, pads, etc.

3837 Bag containing boxed pair of purple Nike
blazer suede shoes, size 9, plus a boxed pair of
Nike Air Jordans

3392

Small Pro Fitness dumbell rack plus some
Reebok weight plates

3432

3578 Large bag containing mixed clothing
accessories to inc. hats, scarfs, underwear, etc.

Full-zip Hunter raincoat, used, size M

3433

3590 Two ladies handbags, different styles

3394

Full zipped red Jack Wolfskin coat, sized 40-42

3434

3395

Full zipped hodded red Jack Wolfskin coat, sized
18

3704 Bag containing various fragrance sets; Nivea,
DKNY, Hugo Boss, etc

3435

3833 Bag containing 2 boxed pairs of Vans
trainers, different designs

3384
3385
3386

*3389

*3393

3396

Ironing board

3397

Samsung triple-door American style fridge freezer 3436

3398

Stellar lager fridge

3399

Single-door Lamona oven

3400

Single-door Lamona oven

3 unboxed Eco Living bins
3 unboxed Eco Living bins
3 unboxed Eco Living bins
3 unboxed Eco Living bins

3632 Large bag of mixed sprays, descalers, bath
powder, bleach, bathroom cleaner, etc.

3437

3582 Lulu Guinness small bag with dustbag

3438

3685? Bag containing M&S summer beauty box
sets

*3401

Sharp microwave

*3439

*3402
*3403

Sharp microwave
Panasonic converter microwave

Shelf containing 7 mixed Polo tops to inc. Gants,
Superdry, Tommy Hilgifier, etc.

*3440

Shelf containing 9 men's t-shirts to inc. Levi,
Timberland, North Face, Ralph Lauren Polo, etc.

*3441

Shelf containing 2 pairs of men's Imperial Armarni
jeans, plus a pair of Armani socks

*3442

Shelf containing 6 pairs of Levi men's jeans

*3443

Shelf containing 2 pairs of Hugo Boss socks, plus
4 men's Gant polo tops

3404
*3405

White microwave
Samsung Ecobubble 8kg washing machine

3406

Candy dryer

3407

3416 Hotpoint dishwasher

*3408

Indesit 7kg washing machine

*3409

Vino-temp wine fridge

*3444

Shelf containing 6 men's Imperial Armani polo tops

3410

Beko double-door fridge and freezer

*3445

Shelf containing Tommy Jeans t-shirt, jumper

3411

Stool, Beko four-plate hob, plus a rolling kitchen
storage unit

3446

Spinning card stand

3412

Cookworks microwave

3447

3651 Revolution Chocolate Heart gift makeup set

*3448

Faberware knife block and knife set
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*3449

Faberware knife block and knife set

*3450

Faberware knife block and knife set

*3451

Cuisiat knife block and knife set

*3452

Cuisiat knife block and knife set

*3453

6-piece Cuisiart knife set

3454

etc
*3513

Large bag of household sundries including trading
cards, vegetable seeds, badges, incense, acrylic
paints, kitchen & pet accessories etc

*3514

Large bag of household sundries including acrylic
paint, horse bit, Ted Baker card holder, shopping
bag, labels, stationery etc

3663 Laura Mercer Paris New York chrome
collection eye colour sets

*3515
3735 Boxed DC superhero collection - Dark seed *3516
large scale statue

24 x Dimello Freddo 24cl espresso glasses

3456

Box containing mixed cosmetics, makeup,
sprays, etc.

*3517

King diamante duvet set, fitted sheet, Contour
memory pillow, grey throw and leather care kit

3457

spare

*3518

3458

spare

4 various design cushions, draught excluder and 4
lint rollers

3459

spare

*3519

3460

spare

Camping gaz stove in carry case, small sleeping
bag and wicker effect basket

3455

*3501

*3502
*3503

*3504

*3505

*3506
*3507

*3508

*3509
*3510

*3511

*3512

*3520
Household cleaners including Daily shower shine,
Comfort, mould & mildrew sprays, carpet & granite
*3521
cleaner etc
Selection of plant feed, weed killer, slime activator,
PVA glue, de-scaler, Urine off, diffuser etc
*3522
Selection of kid's paints, de-scaler, Spider
deterrent spray, grooming sprays, Fish stress
coat, flee treatment, Odour solvent , Spa cleaner
etc

*3523

Large bag of household sundries including Zippo *3524
flints, staples, artists pencils, timer, travel
adapters, stationery, pet, kitchen & craft
accessories etc
*3525
Large bag of household sundries including
ornaments, Xmas lights, cooling cubes,
*3526
stationery, torches, wallets, pet, craft & kitchen
accessories etc
*3527
Laundry capsules, Dye, de-scaler, fragrance oils
etc
*3528
Large bag of household sundries including Aspinal
card wallet, torches, stationery, fly traps,
decorative stones, thermometers, craft & kitchen *3529
accessories etc
Large bag of household sundries including football
*3530
studs, artists paper, pencils & paints, LED
magnifiers, hi viz leg bands, garden & kitchen
accessories etc
*3531
Large bag of household sundries including scented
candles, light bulbs, labels, cow horn, staples etc *3532
Kebab slicer, BBQ tools, poultry sheers, kitchen
knives, Wusthof cook's starter set, skewers, knife
sharpeners etc
*3533
Large bag of household sundries including
stationery, Xmas decorations, pet, garden &
kitchen accessories, roller boot wheels, key rings,
badges etc
*3534
Large bag of household sundries including darts,
decorative stones, money bags, key rings,
*3535
Yamaha recorder, sewing & kitchen accessories
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Livivo double size high raised air bed with built in
pump

Trampoline replacement jumping mat, plastic
squirrel baffle and 7 Lay-z-spa filters
2 seed starter traysm 4 bamboo seed trays and
strip blind
Wall clock, framed pictures, fold flat stool, shoe
box and Angel rail station sign plaque
Plastic sweet jars, Lazy mount, Brass bell, App
controlled Xmas lights, vest carriers, napkins,
sticky notes pack etc
Scratch map, Bucket lists, 2019 diaries, trinket
box, craft accessories, sticky memo holder, card
games, alarm clock and misc sundries
2 door curtains, 2 large non slip mat, king base
valance, tea towels, cushion covers, shawls etc
Large throw, double flat sheet, pillowcases,
draught excluder, lamp shade etc
Christmas accessories including cards, lights,
sacks, crackers, single duvet set etc
Tempar pet bed, Kong tiltz bowl, doggy bags,
Catch the mouse, drinker, nail clippers etc
Revoflex Xtreme abb rollers, push up stands,
hockey stick, golf balls 2 x 3kg hand weights,
resistance bands, lifting straps etc
Brita Style XL water filter, cutlery tray, baking
trays, kettle, Coffee dripper and kitchen utensils
Selection of bags including canvas & shopping
bags, bum bags, cool & recycle bags etc
No Fear reversible back pack, Ted Baker wallet in
gift box, Karen Millen wicker design yellow
handbag & Arsenal 2018/19 Membership pack
Large bag of household sundries including
torches, folding walking sticks, Trodat stamps,
wall plaques, Cards against humanity, digital
clock, stationery etc
Dyson & Vax vacuum replacement parts, Miele
dust bags and vacuum storage bags
Large Bike Tex rug, bath mat, cushions, cushion
inner pads, draught excluder etc

*3536

*3537
*3538

Large bag of household sundries including glow
glitter glue, diffuser, Cards Against Humanity,
*3558
party accessories, binoculars, cosmetic organizer
etc
*3559
S.King & Double duvet sets, towels, table cloths,
cleaning pads, all purpose cleaning cloths etc
Gesto hand decorations, Box of DVD covers,
Toilet brush, Totes umbrella set, draught excluder, *3560
step stool and L.F.C towel

floating shelf, candles and TV wall bracket
King & Single duvet sets, Double & S.King fitted
sheets, mattress protectors, 2 small rugs etc
Large bag of household sundries including The
Lovers picture, aromatherapy machine, Skull
ornament, hip flasks, money tins, glue gun, tissue
pompoms etc
Selection of bags including shopping, holdall, iPad
sleeves etc

*3539

Burj Al Arab Jumeirah beach bag, Jimmy Choo
card holder and selection of other rucksacks,
shopping bags etc

*3561

3 x Joseph soup pots, 4 non slip serving trays,
salad bowl, sharpening stone, dry food storage
containers, cake board and kitchen utensils

*3540

Cot fitted sheets, 360 cups, ear muffs, sleeping
bag etc

*3562

*3541

Kookaburra sails, cycle helmet, Abb roller, PowerTwister, golf balls, shin pads, sports gloves, Mira *3563
Fit wobble cushion etc
*3564
Large bag of misc household sundries

2 Weed slashers, 2 x 1m x 10m heavy duty weed
membrane, large tarpaulin, Bee attracting wild
flower seeds, hose attachments etc

*3542

4 x pool space / kitchen racks and a lazy Susan
Millwall F.C stadium picture, large money tin, fly
screens, filter tips and household sundries

*3543

Christmas cards, tree storage bags, crackers,
wreath ring, tree decorations etc

*3544

Selection of wool & yarn, cotton, embroidery silks, *3566
wax print & other lengths of materials, seat frame
etc

Necasil trail walking sticks, Zoggs swimming
goggles, golf balls, life jackets, compression
wraps, resistance bands, magnetic dart board etc

*3545

King Duvet set, thermal door curtain, quantity of
towels, cushions etc

Sleephead Deluxe baby positioner and Avent
single electric breast pump

*3546

Cash box, Vinsani spray mop, greeting cards, hot *3568
water bottles, coat hook, feather lamp shade,
mattress cover, bags etc
*3569
3 x 30m magic hoses, Lantern, porch light, piece
of artificial grass, refuse sacks, wall brackets,
*3570
tarpaulin etc

*3547

*3548

*3549

*3565

*3567

ResMed facial masks, Huma Savvio pens, Braun
replacement cartridges, examination gloves,
manicure set, make up brushes etc
Coffee grinder, Ken Hom wok set, cutlery tray,
washing up bowl, S&P mills, cake forks, icing
shape cutters and kitchen utensils

Black Barbour Wellington Boots UK 8

*3573

Blue Golf Le Fleur Converse UK 8.5 (Used)

Large bag of misc household sundries

*3552

Ameda electric breast pump, Nuk Thermometer
flash, 360 cups, cot sheets, baby grows, water
bottles, travel mugs and other drinking vessels

*3555

*3556

*3557

Lay-z-Spa cup holder, Bradas oscillating sprinkler,
10m hose & reel, Hozelock pond air pump, weed
membrane, tarpaulins, boot liner etc

*3572

*3551

*3554

Eastpak backpack, Saltrock beach bag, Junior
Blues sports bag, shopping & travel bags etc

Elten Biomex Protection Steel toe boots EU 46

*3574
Rounders bat, reflective arm bands, snorkel mouth
*3575
piece, support tape, injury supports etc

Bag containing pet accessories, artists oil
pastels, 'Things to To' pads, lamp shade, slide
binders, Rizla filter tips, incense sticks etc

2 sets full length curtains, towels, blankets,
throws, rugs etc

3571

*3550

*3553

Selection of wool, lengths of materials, Halco
single side hook and Solid & Marl knitting kit

White Gucci Bianco leatehr trainers UK 6.5 (Used)
Nike Air Max 2 Light Qs Atmos Collab UK 10
multicolour

*3576

Clarks Morven Sail tan leather mens shoes UK 10
and M&S Air Flex Total Comfort shoe brown UK 8

*3577

Mallet Hiker Eyelet trainers in ice grey UK 8

*3578

New Balance 520 trainers in black and gold US 7
and Vans x Peanuts By Schulz Old Skool trainers
US 10.5 (used)

3579
World Map, door blinds, brown parcel paper, bed
*3580
slats, umbrella, mops etc

Custom Painted Black Nike Air Force 1s UK 6y
Goby Sugar Skull cream vegan leather boots EU
40

Shimano Torium 20 & Wychwood Riot Big Pit 65
fishing reels, weights, floats, fishing line, pellet
feeders, scales etc

*3581

Nike Air Vapormax Plus in blue UK 9

*3582

Joseph toilet brush, soft toys, calculators, artist
pens, tile mate, raffle tickets, dry wipe markers,
wire, confetti etc

Adidas Originals Gazelle trainer black UK 8 and
Puma black/grey trainer UK 9

*3583

Inov8 Terra Ultra 260 Blue/White running shoes
UK7 and Trail Talon 290 runnimg shoes blue/black
UK 11.5

5 x Whiteboards on a roll, cow bell, clothes folder,
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*3584

Ecco Intrinse 1 trainers EU blue/black EU46 and
Nike running trainers in grey uk 11

*3615

Jileon purple ankle wellies UK 7 and Joules
Floral/navy ankle wellies UK 7

*3585

Mens Converse All Star low top in white UK 11
and Fatface Adbury lace up white trainer UK 11

*3616

Puma Nova 90's Bloc white trainers UK 4.5 and
Puma Cali in grey UK 5.5

*3586

New Balance Rev Lite trainers UK 8 and New
Balance pink/white 696 trainers UK 4

*3617

Adidas Superstars black croc print UK7 and New
Balance 574 trainers in sea foam grean UK 5

*3587

Nike Zoom black trainers UK 4 and Black low top *3618
Converse UK 5
*3619
Fat Face Navy trainers UK 11 and Calvin Klein red
trainers UK 9
*3620

Salomon Speedcross 4 black shoes UK 8

*3589

Vivienne Westwood x Melissa pink pumps UK 7 *3621
(used) and Sketchers Active pumps in beige UK 6

Neon orange Karrimor running trainers UK 10 and
Reebok Classic white ripple trainer UK 8

*3590

Irregular Choices I Just Gnome It heels EU 41

3622
Rio Kids Birkenstocks UK 13 and white Monsoon
pumps UK 13
*3623
Pink/White Adidas Gazelle trainers Junior 5

Peaks Island Timberlands Infant 11 and blue
canvas Vans Infant 10.5 Uk

3593

Converse All Star pink Infant UK 9 (Used) and
Navy Converse Toddler UK 2

*3624

Dune grey microfibre tassel sandals and grey
diamente bow heels (heels used)

3594

Clarks City Geo Black Combi infants shoe UK 4
and also in infants 11.5 UK

*3625

3595

Start Rite Berry Leather Mia shoe infants EU 23
and Startrite Mason Navy Canvas velcro shoe EU *3626
33

Adidas Adilette sliders UK 8, Adidas
ST.Petersburg black/blue trainers UK 9 and
Adidas Gazellle trainers UK 10 blue

*3588

3591
3592

White low top Converse UK 10 and Hi top
converse white UK 3.5
Saucony white Kinvara 9 trainers UK 11

Dek white leather loafers UK 7 and Jo and Joe
pueple loafers UK 9

A bag of womens heels with brands including
Boohoo and Nasty Gal

*3596

Clarks black leather Tasha Ally infants shoe UK 7 *3627

A bag of womens boots in various styles

*3597

The 10: Nike Force 1 black Infants 3.5

*3598

A large bag of womens heels with brands including
Public desire, Boohoo and Topshop
*3629

Bag of womens sandals with brands including
Asos and Dorothy Perkins

*3628

A bag of various womens shoes

*3599

A large bag of womens heels with brands including*3630
Topshop and Dune
*3631

A bag of womens sandals , slippers and pumps

*3600

A bag of womens sandals and shoe accessories

3632
A bag of womens slippers, sandals, slip on shoes *3633
and accessories

A bag of infants shoes

*3601
*3602

A bag of mens trainers

Mountain buggy hood, buggy parasol, Mamia step
stool, child's bouyancy aid, cot sheets, soothers,
One Year photo frame etc

*3603

A bag of womens trainers and shoes

*3634

*3604

A bag of mens trainers, shoes and sliders with
brands including FatFace, River Island and
Skechers

2 x 5kg aquarium sand & gravel, quantity of
Vivarium jungle plants, Interpet internal cartridge
filter and foam replacements

*3635

Royal Doulton 'Promises with this Ring' 10" vase

A bag of ballet and dance shoes (kids)

*3636

Precision Paint pads, digital money jar, trinket
box, hot water bottles, draught excluder, gell
pillow, litter pickers and Solar garden lights

*3637

Neck braces, Actreen catheters, Ambulatory
blood pressure adult cuffs, Philips side Stream
disposable kits, GlucoMen blood pressure
monitor, Simplus face mask etc

*3638

Large bag of water bottles, travel mugs and
drinking vessels

*3639

5'9" full horse body & head cover, Cob saddle pad,
Fly mask and riding crop

3605
*3606

A bag of childrens shoes with brands including
Next and Primark

3607

Alte-Berg mens leather steel toe boots UK 9

3608

DeWalt industrial steel toe boots in laser black UK
9

3609

Portwest Safety Clog steel toe black UK 11

3610

Cofra white Safety Clogs UK 5 steel toe

*3611

Doc Marten Camney black leather shoe UK 4

*3612

Hobbs London Annie Slingback kitten heels in ice
*3640
white UK 6

*3613

Jigsaw Libby canvas plimsoll in navy UK 7 and
Kurt Geiger brown leather shoes EU 44 (used)

*3614

Nike air Hurrache black UK 10
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A bag of mens shoes , slippers and sandals

KRU & Pilot World lift jackets, Hovdino cycling
neck air bag, gym ball, boxing gloves & sparing
pads and rubber golf club grips
Dyson & other vacuum pipes, hoses etc, dust
bags and vacuum storage bags

*3642
*3643

*3644

*3645

*3646

*3647

*3648
*3649
*3650

Double duvet set, base valance & fitted sheets,
towels, pillowcases, table runners, bath mat etc

steamer set

*3662
Chinese Wok, whistling kettle, vegetable cutter,
collapsible washing up bowl, sizzle platter, splash
screens and kitchen accessories
*3663
V60 coffee drippers, onion chopper, pineapple
knives, roasting tins, mop bucket, steak knives,
*3664
Russell Hobbs scales, mixing bowls etc
Manchester United & Hotspur football membership
packs, copper wreath rings, alarm door stop, wrist
rest, plastic table covers, paper lanterns, gripwell *3665
seal bags etc
Vinci low laser light therapy hair treatment, 2
*3666
packs Tena Large original pants, wireless arm
blood pressure monitor, ResMed face mask, heat
pads & hot water bottles
*3667
Fabric care kit, clip on spot light, inflatable pillow,
filter tips & paper, insect screens, A4 punched
pockets, bucket list and sundry items
*3668
6 x TTS Pro-bot rechargeable programmable floor
robot
*3669
Artificial flower mats, petals, paper lanterns, mop
replacement heads etc

GHD platinum hair straighters (used), Andrew
Barton, BaBylis and other hair stylers, Wahl hair
dryer and Braun Silk Epil 1 epilator
3 Artic Ultra air coolers, 6" desk top fan and 30w
Monkey fan
Kegel 8 Ultra 20 pelvic floor toner, Oral-B Pro 650
toothbrush set, Kemei hair clippers, Elle Tens
labour pain releif and Tommee Tippee pouch &
bottle warmer
Kingfisher Garden power trimmer and set of
cordless shear/shrubber pruners
Merek Serono easypod injection system, Omron
blood pressure monitor, Accu-Chek & Sure Smart
Duo blood glucose monitors
Crewsaver buoyancy bags, Torpeodo buoy,
sparing pads, weight belts, winter golf gloves,
resistance bands and sport accessories
4 x S.King fitted sheets, Maison & Jardin throw,
Cellular blanket, set of curtains and bed pad
Large bag of household sundries including mini
strobe, clothes line, Academic diary, photo
albums, notebooks, Photo glossy paper, Trodat
stamp etc

Single duvet set, double mattress protector, anti
slip mat, throw, towels, tea towels, 3 packs
Tooletries bathroom pocket organizers etc

*3670

Large bag of water bottles, travel mugs and other
drinking vessels

*3651

Silent Night anti snore pillow and Hug Rug door
mat

*3671

Double mattress protector, throws, cushion, hot
water bottle, towels, bedding, sand free mat etc

*3652

Selection of hand & shoulder bags, travel & cools *3672
bags, rucksacks, drawstring bags etc
*3673
Pet accessories including cat flap, cooling pet
mat, cat feeder, Fluval re-filter, retractable lead,
*3674
water bottles, harness, ball launchers etc

*3653

*3654

*3655

*3656

*3657

*3658

*3659

Clear Water spa starter kit, spa replacement
filters, Samsung & other water filters, chlorine
tables etc

*3675

Baby accessory bag, Grobag, car seat adapter
*3676
Duett 3 kit, Disney & Snuz duvet cover sets,
garden swing & tree ladder, Mama & Papas photo
frame etc
*3677
Collapsible dish drainer, coffee capsule holder,
can crusher, Joseph & other storage containers, *3678
can opener, wine aerator, meat thermometer etc
Candle Fragrance Warmers, Mirror oil burner, wall
clock, glass jars, Skull wall clock, large hip flask
*3679
and Revel high ball glasses
No! No! hair removal device, Nails Lab, Ultra 2200
Red Hot hair dryer, Oral-B Pro 2 toothbrush and *3680
Hair Clippers

Jack Wills black backpack
Selection of shopping & bum bags, Switch game
sleeve, Cabin backpack, holdalls etc
Pavillo blow up camping bed, Waterproof dry bag,
Pyramid mosquito net, inflation pump, Bivvy jacket
& trousers, electric airbed pump etc
3 packs of Tour B RX and 2 packs of Titleist Pro
V1X golf balls
Cross Stick Poldark kit, selection of wool and
lengths of material etc
Cosy sleep, child's tray activity tray, Avent & other
feeding bottles & soothers, Milestone cards etc
3 piece bamboo serving trays, baking trays, 100
Simple Human waste bags, dry food containers,
stoneware coasters, speedy chopper etc
Twin wire notebooks, Wrestlemania picture,
wallpaper, cosmetic mirror, bin liners, mini clip
board, fly screen and household sundries
2 Suplong 100ft hoses, Hozeloc Superhoze, BBQ
tool set, watering cane, lawn mower blade, flower
pots, Solar lights, weed mat pins etc

GHD mini professional styler, GHD Platinum +
styler, 2 Sonar perfect curls stylers & set of hair
straighteners

*3681

3 x National Trust dusky pink, green fishbone &
grey illusion throws

*3660

2 Artic Air Ultra air coolers, 2 Personal mini aircoolers and Insect killer zapper

*3682

2 sets of Orla Kiely House Linear Stem curtains
90" x 72"

*3661

Swan 1.7L slate grey kettle & one other, 1200w
dry iron and RidgeMonkey connect combi and

*3683

Poncho gown, 2 single duvet sets, single mattress
protector, Miulee towels, aprons, pillowcases etc
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*3684

Selection of backpacks, shoulder bag, travel &
bum bags, fold up storage cubes etc

*3685

GlucoMen Areo blood glucose, ResMed Air Fit
face masks & spray, hair straighteners and iron, *3706
quantity of absorbency pads, wigs, makeup mirror
etc

hair extension styling station, Tyme hair
straighteners, ResMed face mask, 2 pack
catheters, disposable underpants etc
Large box containing lamp shades, table lamps,
wall paper, sensor & fairy lights, letter cage,
Weather predicting instrument, scan handles etc

*3686

Kick Boxing double target pads & shield mit,
exercise pads, muscle foam roller, golf & ping
pong balls, boxing hand straps etc

*3707

Cot sheets, Medela breast pump, Munchkin
shampoo rinsers, Philips Avent bottles, blankets,
baby carrier etc

*3687

Magic Bullet, Whistling kettle, chopping board,
bbq/oven mats, colander, baking trays, dry foot
containers etc

*3708

Slendertone gel pads, boxing gloves, foam roller,
Ab wheel, body weights, golf balls, kickboxing
pads, baseball cap and sporting accessories

*3688

100ft & 15m hose pipes, water container, garden *3709
wire, ground pegs, solar lights, etc

Large bag of household sundries including tea
lights, picture frames, spray bottles etc

*3689

TGF Store 'Childish' hoodie Size S

*3710

Large bag of water bottles, travel mugs etc

*3690

Large bag of household sundries including fly
screens, beer drip mats, nail brushes, Xmas
baubles, fly swats etc

*3711

Selection of wool, knitting loom, ribbon, craft
packs, lengths of material etc

*3712

*3691

Brita, Logic & other water filters, carbon block
filters and Dehumidifiers

AB trainer, snooker cues, snorkeling mask, Leeds
& Brighton Football packs, Camo vest top, weight
bars etc

*3692

Medela Swing pump and feed set, Angelcare
*3713
movement & sound baby monitor, children clothes
hangers and quantity of safety socket covers
*3714
Dyson, Henry & other vacuum spare parts, dust
bags and vacuum storage bags

Teacher's planners, notebooks, adhesive labels,
acrylic paints, polymer clay, photo albums etc

*3694

Rolls of wallpaper, mop handles, litter pickers,
tripod etc

*3715

*3695

Umi duvet set, LFC & Harry Potter double duvet
sets, base sheets, pillowcases, Voile panels,
towels, cushion etc

Dcuk flamingo ornament, towel, bedding, biscuit
barrel, Petlz head lamp, torches, straws, BBQ
cleaner, massage brush etc

*3716

Bag containing household cleaners, Pet Fresh,
leather care etc

*3693

Royal Crown ornament, Aynsley ware plates, mini
fans, vacuum parts, wax polish, Samsung water
filters, dehumidifiers, travel iron etc

*3696

USB desk fans, toilet roll holder, small blind,
*3717
Dremel engraver, hand warmer, 80 pce marker set,
door jammer, small keyboard etc

*3697

Head Radical Combi racket bag

*3698

Man United Membership pack, Hotspur scarves,
rucksacks, reflective shoulder bag, pull string &
shopping bags etc

*3718

Large bag of household sundries including pens,
hair dryer, hip flasks, light bulbs, scented candles,
torch, Birth Certificate holder, paints etc

*3699

Swaddle & other baby blankets, Tommee Tippee *3719
manual breast pump, Cot & Single duvet sets,
Collage frame, cool lunch bags etc
*3720
Faux fur throw, towels, ironing board covers,

Box containing Denby and other crockery, trinket
boxes & dishes, Disney and other mugs, chopping
board, thimbles, paperweight etc

*3700

cushion, scarf, tea towels, bedding, fold flat
storage box etc
*3701

Tottenham Hotspur player development sets, Nike *3721
and other backpacks etc

*3702

Stihl strimmer line, 10m hose & reel, weed
membrane, retractable clothes line, grond pegs,
pruners, pedestal base etc

*3703

Shires horse riding hat covers, riding crop & mouth *3723
bit, cat litter tray, pet toys, leads, harness, poop
bags and accessories

*3704

The Spring Bay 8 pce melamine dinner set,
decorating turntable, Boston cocktail set, frying
pan, baking tray, ice packs etc

*3705

GlucoMen & Accu-Chek blood glucose monitors,
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Large bag of household sundries including
whistles, tweezers, NovoPen Echo, water filters,
party accessories, party lights, head torch,
kitchen & sports items etc

Bag containing household cleaners, pet & pond
products, insect killers, plant feed, acrylic paints
etc
Large bag of household sundries including
scissors, Klean kanteens, Nanp LED headlight,
sports, pet, garden & kitchen accessories etc
Box of glass and chinaware including Claremont,
Aynsley, Hornsea etc
Large bag of household sundries including
notebooks, graded pencils, binoculars, air
freshener, alarm clock, kitchen utensils, hose
connectors, glue gun etc

*3724

Large bag of household sundries including portable
refractometer, blood glucose systems, sharpening
stone, air freshener, ant killer, aquarium filter etc

*3725

Box containing large quantity of picture frames,

Mam feel good feeding bottles, beer glasses,
mugs etc
*3726
*3727

*3728
*3729

*3730
*3731
*3732

*3753

Large bag of accessories including hats, scarves,
ties, injury supports, swim & underwear etc

Box containing acrylic paints, light bulbs, scented *3754
candles, china & glassware, water filters etc
*3755
Large bag of household sundries including
*3756
scissors, light unit, acrylic paint, stationery, travel
adapters, kitchen & sports accessories etc
*3757
Bag containing household cleaning products,
*3758
paints, glue, hot tub flush, oils, ink etc

OPPS! suits Pac Mac suit and tie set with gift box

Large quantity of fishing accessories including U*3759
Fish fresh water rod, nGT 36" specimen net,
Drennan D-3000 reel, weights, floats, line, bait.
*3760
hooks etc
*3761
Finish powerballs, Persil capsules, calculators,
flower vase, wire, raffle tickets, injury support etc
*3762
Large pallet box of ladies and men's assorted
clothing
*3763
Large bag of accessories including swim &
underwear, scarves, belts, hats etc
*3764

Karen Millen embroidered pencil dress Size 6
Large pallet box of ladies and men's assorted
clothing
Trespass Melony black 3 in 1 jacket Size S
Large pallet box of ladies and men's assorted
clothing
Weirdfish cruiser 1/4 zip classic mac Size M
Ted Baker red fitted dress Size 4
Large pallet box of ladies and men's assorted
clothing
Large bag of accessories including swim &
underwear, scarves, gloves, hats, etc
5 x Woodworm stripe polo shirts in various colours
Size L
Large bag of Panache bikini tops and bottoms in
various sizes

*3733

2 x Sail Makers Quba Stern medium barrel bags

*3734

Large pallet box of ladies & men's assorted
clothing

*3765

Blackburn bike cross bar bag, Artic Hunter
backpack, clutch & handbags, bum bag, purse etc

*3735

Large bag of accessories including hats, belts,
scarves, gloves, socks etc

*3766

*3736

Isabel Etoile Marant checked wool blend shirt Size
8
*3767

Quadra Nuhide holdall, Techor 17.3" classic
notebook backpack and selection of handbags,
cosmetic & bum bags, wallet, shopping bag etc

*3737

Moschino Goofy & Friends hooded sweatshirt
Size M

*3738

Supply & Demand Helix flight jacket in grey Size L

*3739
*3740
*3741

Large pallet box of ladies and men's assorted
clothing

*3768

Large quantity of various club football shirts and
scarves

Smiggle backpack, handbags, shopping bags,
shoulder bags etc

*3769

Large bag of accessories including hats, scarves,
swim & underwear, belts, hosiery etc

Large pallet box of assorted ladies and men's
clothing

*3770

Large bag of assorted paired socks

*3771

A pink pvc Ted Baker clutch purse (used) and a
black Lulu Guinness x Bobbi Brown makeup bag

*3772

Comme Des Garcons Shirt pvc Kraft paper
messenger bag

Large bag of accessories including hats, belts,
socks, swim & underwear, scarves etc

*3742

Super Dry dark navy SDX parka Size 2XL

*3743

Selection of rucksacks, handbags, satchel etc

*3773

Lulu Guinness hard sided red lips vanity case

*3744

Rejina Pyo ladies motorbike style faux fur neck
black gilet Size L

*3774

A Guess Luxe black leather bag and a Jasper
Conran brown pvc bag (both used)

*3745

Large pallet box of assorted ladies and men's
clothing

*3775

Black Marmont Gucci belt

*3776

Micheal Kors ultra pink leather bag

*3746

Large bag of accessories including hats, swim &
underwear, scarves, ties etc

*3777

The North Face x Supreme gold Borealis backpack

*3778

Bottega Veneta blue leather wallet

*3747

Super Dry Artic hood po zip wind cheater coat
Size 8

*3779

*3748

Selection of handbags, holdall, wash bags, purses
etc

A bag containing a Tabitha Webb purse, An
Arbonne washbag, a Hibate leather blocking
wallet, a Buono Pelle black wallet, a Jack
Wolfskin small bag and 2 Cases 4 Life

*3749

Large bag of accessories including hats, swim &
underwear, belts, scarves, neck cushion etc

*3780

A black Guess Los Angeles monogram purse

*3781

A brown leather studded Michael Kors bag

*3750

Cavani men's black leather jackets Size 2XL

*3782

A Prada Milano black bag (used)

*3751

Hermes silk scarf in gift box

*3783

*3752

Large pallet box of assorted ladies and men's
clothing

A pair of white leather Balenciaga trainers EU 37
(used)
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*3784

Yeezy Boost 350 V2 TrueForm UK 8

*3785

Supreme x Comme des Garcons Air Force 1 low
in black US 10

*3818

A blue patent Pauls Boutique handbag (used) and
a Katie Loxton red glitter purse

*3786

Nike Air Zoom white golf shoes UK 11

*3819

A used Marc Jacobs handbag in green

*3787

Vivo Barefoot Tracker cement cream leather boots *3820
in EU 36

A bag containing a selection of handbags,
clutches and wallets/purses

*3788

A pair of Prada Vernice Bike trainers in grey and
silver size 8.5 (used)

*3821

*3789

Doc Martens Pascal floral slime boots UK 4

a Dsquared2 Brother Hill Gang snapback in black,
A B660 black Selfmade snapback and a 9Forty
black Manchester snapback

*3790

Air Jordan Retro Levis trainers in denim US 9.5

*3822

*3791

Adidas Superstar 80s B.I.T.D UK 8 in pale
grey,and mustard croc print

A Harris Tweed Hoxton labs flatcap and a
Supreme Harris Tweed camp cap in red

*3823

3 Mental Culture snapbacks in black

*3792

Nike Air force in white US 18

*3824

*3793

Air Jordan 11 Retro in gamma blue/black UK 9.5

A khaki Icon Dsquared2 snapback, a Quba navy
cap and a Palace Club House snapback

*3794

Black Adidas Skate trainers UK 7.5

*3825

*3795

White Nike air force trainers UK 10 (Used) and
Adidas iridescent white Stan Smith trainers UK 5

A 9Forty Yankees cap, A 59Fifty New era black
cap,A black Slam Crew snapback and a black
Champion cap

*3826

*3796

Nike Air Max Motion 2 UK 7 pink/black

*3797

Black leather Gucci clutch bag

A Killstar Kitty cap in black , A white Calvin Klien
cap, a grey Pepe Jeans cap and a G&H black flat
cap

*3798

The North Face small shoulderbag (used) and a
Polo Ralph Lauren blue leather wallet

*3827

A bag containing a selection of hats, caps and
visors

*3799

Ralph Lauren red and black duffel bag

3828

Spare lot

*3800

A used black leather Mulberry bag

3829

Spare lot

*3801

Mulberry naturalb grain small Bayswat bag in
oxblood

3830

Spare lot

*3831

Pheonix Gold steam iron, Italian recycled leather
photo album, Dyson big body cyclone accessory
and AngelSounds fetal doppler

*3832

2 ceramic fan heaters and ceiling light pendant
and shade
GHD IV mini sytler and GHD hair styling iron &
Gold series (used)

*3806

*3833
Glen Appin Harris Tweed houndstooth bag, a Nine
West brown purse and a pink Jasper Conran purse
*3834
Louis Vuitton Neverfull monogram bag

*3807

Chocolate brown Michael Kors handbag

*3808

A floral Cath Kidston bag, a metallic Katie Loxton
purse, A cream patterned Orla Kelly purse and a
Smaak Amsterdam makeup bag

4001

1960 Morris Minor 948cc 2 door saloon having
been partially restored. With V5 registration
document.

*3809

A Vivienne Westwood black Fluffy Snake pursde

4002

spare

*3810

Quantity of Thinsulate knitted hat and quantity of
neck warmers

4003

spare

4004

spare

A blue, green and yellow Emilio Pucci clutch bag
and a black patent Ted Baker purse (used)

4005

spare

4006
An Armani leather black wallet and a Jack Daniels
4007
leather wallet
4008
A Gramm rave bag and a black croc print
4009
Vagabond bumbag

spare

A blue leather Michael Kors purse, a Lily Lolo blue 4010
makeup bag and a Dune London purse(used)
4021
A beige Guess handbag (used)
4022

spare

*3816

A bag containing a duffel bag ,a Mini Mouse bag
,several purses and a handbag

4023

Small kids Trek cycle

4024

gents folding cycle

*3817

A Rwalino grey nappy backpack and a purple croc

*3802

Beige Louis Vuitton monogram bag

*3803

A brown Michael Kors handbag

*3804

A House Of Disaster floral oil paint purse and a
Cath Kidston animal small backpack

*3805

*3811
*3812
*3813
*3814
*3815
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BaByliss perfect curl MKII, Remington Proluxe
hair straighteners, travel dryer, 2 in 1 curling iron
and XXL back support

spare
spare
spare
Raleigh racing cycle
Carrera white and blue gents mountain cycle

4025

Small Triumph black and white child's cycle

4070

2 ground spikes and some hinges

4026

CMB blue girls cycle

4071

???? 3 key boxes

4027

Black suspension child's cycle

4072

Stihl petrol powered leaf blower

4028

White Claude Butler child's cycle

4073

McCulloch petrol powered leaf blower (unit only)

4029

Mercury green ladies cycle

4074

Yellow Challenge electric leaf blower

4030

Grey Dominator mountain cycle

4075

1 red and 1 green electric leaf blower

4031

Yellow child's cycle

4076

2 electric strimmers

4032

Barracuda black cycle (no saddle)

4077

4068 Orange electric strimmer

4033

Hawk red and silver suspension cycle

4078

Husqvana petrol powered hedge cutter

4034

White BMX

4079

Makita petrol powered strimmer

4035

Magna black gents cycle

*4080

Black garden lounger

4036

Hawk gents cycle

*4081

2 brown garden loungers

4037

Apollo white girls cycle (no seat post)

*4082

3 folding camping chairs

*4038

Baracuda black and red gents cycle

4083

4069 (2wks) Large pipe rack

*4039

Razor electric scooter

4084

Coleman Valdes 6 berth air tent

4040

Electric child's motorcycle

4085

7 exterior wall lights

4041

Vintage Raleigh Street Wolf child's cycle

*4086

Bird feeder and a bug house

4042

1959 NSU Quickly 49cc moped in unrestored
condition

*4087

2 boxes of LED string lights, bag of LED string
lights, LED spheres and small box of string lights

4043

Tomahawk vintage child's cycle

*4088

5 tubs of Resolva weed killer

4044
4045

Carrera mountain cycle
Ridge black suspension cycle

*4089
*4090

patio cover
Vase of artificial roses and boxed wind catcher

4046

Scott black and white mountain cycle

4091

4087 Spade, shovel and rake

4047

Black BMX

4092

Floor squeegy and packet of handles

4048

Carrera black and yellow mountain cycle

4093

Quantity of garden tools and large crow bar

4049

Grey BMX

*4094

Large quantity of garden hose

*4050

Black and blue BMX

*4095

3/4 of shelf of folding garden loungers

*4051

Balance cycle

4096

Yellow hose pipe

4052

Bright pink 2 wheel electric moped/scooter

*4097

1/2 bay of black and grey reclining loungers

4053

E-Life fodling electric cycle

4098

2 garden lanterns

4054

Star Wars storm trooper electric scooter

*4099

Flatpack boxed BBQ

4055

Quantity of wheels and tyres

*4100

Plastic container of small plant pots

4056

Folding dog cage

4101

4057

2 green garden chairs

4 bags of Miracle Grow no rake moss remover and
lawn feed

4058

4054 Quantity of quad bike parts and clothing

4102

4101 riser extensions and some doors

4059

2 snow shovels

4103

Bike pump

4060

Large under bay of fibre glass fruit moulds

4104

4061

Hoselock hose and reel

Underbay of assorted garden tools inc. spades,
forks, rakes, hole borers, seed spreaders, push
mowers etc

4062

Black and Decker hedge trimmer

4105

4111 4 desk tidies

4063

Horse saddle

*4106

2 bug houses

4064

Titan petrol powered chainsaw with bag

4107

bestway blow up mattress

4065

McCulloch petrol powered chainsaw

4108

Bike trainer

4066

6 assorted metal hanging baskets and wall
baskets

4109

2 directors chairs, hammock and 2 roof bars

4067

Florabest lawn aerator

4110

3 wheeled tricycle and 2 wheeled vintage scooter

4068

Husqvana petrol powered strimmer

*4111

Boxed razor electric scooter

4112

car roof box

*4069

Honda petrol powered strimmer
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4113

car roof box with roof bars

4155

4 sprinter van doors

*4114

Nex Grill boxed table top BBQ

4156

*4115

rectangular rattan glass topped garden table and 4
matching chairs
*4157

Galvanized watering can, greenhouse heater and
fire basket

4116

4158

Large underbay of go-kart spares and accessories
inc. overalls, tyres, wheels, guards, framework,
bumpers etc

Wooden play house

*4159

Large 3m x 6m boxed marquee

Turquoise cantilever umbrella

*4160

Large 3m x 6m boxed marquee

Grey cantilever umbrella

*4161

2.5m x 2.5m gazebo and 2 small gazebos

*4121

2 artificial plants

*4162

2 small gazebos

*4122

Dark brown rattan curved sofa with side table

*4163

2 small gazebos

2 white folding chairs

*4164

3 small gazebos

*4124

2 self watering white rattan planters

*4165

Camp Chef camping hob (unboxed)

*4125

Wooden slatted rectangular garden table with 2
bench seats

4166

Blue gazebo and a tent

4167

Small roll of astroturf

*4126

Schwinn 3 wheeled tricycle

4168

Large tent

*4127

Grey planter

*4169

2 bagged and 2 unbagged Timber Ridge camp bed

*4128

Large bird table

*4170

*4129

Green metal round garden table and 2 matching
chairs

Camping chair, lantern and some folding
mattresses

*4171

Boxed camp Chef Explorer hob

*4117
4118
*4119
4120

4123

*4130

Pop up gazebo

Tommy Bahama wooden coolbox

L-shaped wooden garden seat with grey cushions
and wooden table

rectangular rattan glass topped table with 2 seater *4172
sofa, bench seat and 2 footstools
4173
6 green plastic chairs and cushions
4174

Coleman shelter frame only

Small garden plant stand

4175

2 vintage golf bags

4133

Aluminium triple extension ladder

*4176

Camping gas mini BBQ

4134

spare

*4177

2 bagged Timber Ridge camp beds

4135

3 large plastic canopies

*4178

2 bagged Timber Ridge camp beds

4136

3 small plastic canopies

*4179

2 bagged Timber Ridge camp beds

4137

Metal round table and 2 chairs

4180

4195 Dunlop gold bag

4138

Metal garden gates

4181

4194 Metal framed brown mesh reclining chair

4139

Quantity of chipboard sheets

4182

2 golf bags, quantity of clubs and a trolley

4140

4159 Quantity of galvanized beams

4183

Motorcaddy golf bag

4141

Plastic tank

*4184

Quantity of wooden storage shed panel parts

4142

Large quantity of builders trestles and 2 lintels

4185

4224 Green and white golf bag

Pallet of plastic blocks

4186

Single section black aluminium ladder

4144

Plastic tank

*4187

6 boxes of assorted garden furniture parts

4145

4163 Steel scaffold tower

*4188

Boxed 3 seater metal garden swing chair

4146

4156 3 metal gates

4189

4230 Wooden door

4147

4165 Conveyor belt

4190

4148

4167 Quantity of guttering

Single section wooden ladder and wooden step
ladder

4149

4168 Quantity of metal guttering

4191

4231 Chrome fire surround

4150

4184 2 concrete greyhounds

4192

Quantity of A-frames and signs

4151

4186 2 concrete pots with cherubs on

4193

Aluminium loft ladder

4152

Small chimnea

4194

Multi position ladder

*4153

Charcoal BBQ

4195

3 step grey ladder

Green metal plant rack

4196

Porta potty

4131
*4132

*4143

4154
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Grey golf bag and clubs
Box golf balls

4197

4232 Quantity of door wind protectors

*4237

Bathroom cabinet

*4198

Boxed bar gazebo

*4238

Tavistock boxed toilet

*4199

7 white multi panel internal doors

4239

White freestanding vanity unit with sink and tap

5 vintage doors

4240

White toilet

*4201

Grey garden parasol

4241

4362 Large roll of bubble wrap

*4202

2 white four glazed panel internal doors

4242

Large roll of bubble wrap

*4203

Part glazed white internal door

4243

large roll of bubble wrap

*4204

Part glazed white internal door

4244

Stainless steel kitchen sink

*4205

Single glazed panel internal door

4245

Stainless steel kitchen sink

*4206

4 Double glass panel internal doors

4246

4360 Aluminium roof vents

*4207

Veneer multi glazed panel internal doors

*4247

Perform shower kit

*4208

3m x 3m gazebo in 2 boxes

4248

Cooke and Lewis equinox showerkit

*4209

Wooden door no glazing

4249

Stainless steel chimney hood and some rails

*4210

4 person jacuzzi

4250

Bathroom shower seat

4211

4288 Berberis plant

4251

White wash basin

4212

4326 Square glass topped coffee table and 4 light 4252
rattan chairs
4253
2 garden recliners
4254

White wash basin

*4214

Metal fire pit

4255

White wash basin

*4215

Light brown cantilever umbrella

*4256

PVC blind and wooden blind

*4216
4217

Wooden and metal garden bench
4297 Plastic storage box

4257

4315 White pigeon hole unit

4258

Quantity of metal panels

4218

Large Monaco lazy spa jacuzzi

4259

4219

4319 Metal 3 seater bench

4331 Glass rectangular topped table with 6 mesh
metal chairs

4200

4213

Oval white wash basin
Oval white wash basin

*4220

Square metal framed garden table with 2 rattan
chairs

*4260

White shower tray

4261

Small stainless steel wash basin with taps

*4221

rattan glass topped square garden table and 2
light brown mesh chairs

4262

Fire clay butler sink with copper tap and waste

*4222

Beige cantilever umbrella

4263

White wash basin

4264

Quantity of rails

4265

Boxed white sink and pedestal

4223

Large quantity of white and black pigeonhole
storage boxes

rectangular glass topped rattan garden table and 4 4266
matching chairs
4267

2 boxes containing quadrant shower screen

*4225

Beige cantilever umbrella

4268

3 oil filled radiators

*4226

Glass topped rectangular garden table and 4
brown mesh backed chairs

4269

Large blue flight case and 1 small red flight case

4270

4381 2 dark brown drawer units

*4227

Wooden garden bench with seat cushion and
cover

4271

4379 2 small metal filing drawers

*4228

Large Keter 7 x 7 storage shed

4272

Bisley multi drawer cabinet

*4273

Black high backed executive style swivel armchair

4274

Pallet of assorted printers

4275

Pallet of assorted printers

4276

pallet of assorted printers, heaters, laminators etc

4277

2 black swivel chairs

4278

DX racer blue and black swivel armchair

4279

Large orange flight case with quantity of assorted
rails, lights, stands, saws, material and sash
cramps etc

4280

Large black flight case with large quantity of flight

*4224

4229

Air conditioning unit

4230

Hop up platform

4231

4m x 5m roll of beige carpet

4232

4m x 4m roll of beige carpet

*4233

Cantilever umbrella no base

*4234

Large quantity of assorted bath and shower
screens

*4235

Blue wooden double vanity unit (no sinks)

*4236

Mira sport shower
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White towel radiator

case handles, stoppers, clips, n-caps, wheels etc
4281
4282

4322

Large black flight case containing hammer, tools, *4323
tape, screws etc
*4324
Large black flight case containing quantity of
*4325
material
*4326
3 metal coffee and cream filing cabinets

4420 Flatpack fire pit
Large cantilever umbrella
Large cantilever umbrella
Large cantilever umbrella

*4284

large quantity of paper shredders and a laminator

Large rattan L-shaped corner suite with beige
cushions, green cushions, glass topped coffee
table and foot stool

*4285

Black high backed executive style swivel armchair 4327

Belle mini mixer (electric)

*4286

Black high backed executive style swivel armchair 4328

Large speaker box

4388 Black high backed executive style swivel
armchair

4329

Set of 4 RS alloy wheels and tyres size 275/40/20

4330

Set of off-road tyres size 37/13.50/15

4288

4395 Black mesh swivel armchair

*4331

Aluminium sack truck

4289

spare

4332

4430 Aluminium sack truck

4290

4391 4392 4393 4394 5 assorted desk

4333

4433 Aluminium sack truck

4291

Large green flight case with large quantity of
assorted paints, glues, fillers etc

4334

Stair climbing sack barrow

4292

4380 Coffee and cream 2 drawer filing cabinet

4335

Large black and silver wheelchair

4336

Red wheelchair

4337

Mayfair freerider 4 wheeled mobility scooter

4338

Large 4 wheel kimco mobility scooter

4339

Sealey welder

4340

Elu vacuum cleaner

4341

Small air compressor and hose

4342

Parkside generator

4343

Small red generator

4344

Small generator

4345

Red portable power generator

4346

Large petrol powered generator

4347

Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower with grass
box

*4348

McCulloch petrol powered rotary mower with grass
box

4283

4287

*4293

Stool

4294

Brown metal 2 door cabinet

4295

Chrome rack

4296

4398 Pair of riding boots and a red stool

4297

4403 Black swivel chair

4298

4389 Quantity of display boards

4299

4399 4 metal rubbish bins

4300

4405 Grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet

*4301

Boxed desk

*4302

Black bar stool

*4303

2 stacks of black cloth plastic backed stacking
chairs

4304

Black cloth swivel chair

4305

Black swivel armchair

4306

2 heaters

4349

JDW petrol powered rotary mower with grass box

4307

Red 2 door storage unit

4350

red petrol powered rotary mower with grass box

4308

Quantity of disposable cups

4351

4309

4414 Quantity of display stands

4452 Yellow Stiga petrol powered rotary mower
with grass box

4310

Fishtank on stand

4352

Green petrol powered rotary mower no grass box

4311

Hop up platform and work bench

4353

4312

2 garden shredders

Ransomes petrol powered cylinder mower with
grass box

4313

1 made up and 1 flatpack stainless steel rack

4354

4314

6 plastic stacking crates

Webb petrol powered cylinder mower with grass
box

4355

4448 Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower
with grass box

4356

Petrol powered cylinder mower with grass box

4357

Webb petrol powered cylinder mower with grass
box

*4315

Large crate of car mats, bumpers, boot liners,
parts

*4316

Boxed Champion petrol powered generator

*4317

Unboxed Champion petrol powered generator

*4318

Boxed Champion petrol powered pressure washer 4358
Boxed Champion petrol powered pressure washer 4359

Bosch aqautech electric pressure washer

Boxed Champion petrol powered pressure washer 4360
Boxed Champion petrol powered pressure washer

Large Sealey wheeled toolbox with large quantity
of assorted tools

*4319
*4320
*4321
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Electric compressor

4361

Large Sealey wheeled toolbox with large quantity *4396
of assorted tools

Karcher K7 premium logic pressure washer with
patio cleaning head

4362

Sterling automatic air compressor

*4397

4363

3 boxes and a bag containing large quantity of
assorted tools and sockets, spanners, heaters,
hammers, pullers, nuts, bolts etc

Karcher K7 premium full control electric pressure
washer boxed with patio cleaning head

*4398

Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4365

4399
Large box of assorted tools inc. crow bars, locks, *4400
scrapers, spanners, roll of spanners and metal
4401
toolbox containing quantity of tools
4402
Small quantity of cutting blades

4366

Land Rover lighting bar set and a tyre

*4403

Boxed chrome rack

4367

2 boxes of assorted items inc. screws, tapes,
plugs, tools etc

4404

Black and Decker wallpaper stripped and some
cork expansion gap inserts

4368

Box containing electrical fuses and light fixings

4405

Air operated steamer

4369

3 drawers and large wooden box containing tools, 4406
drill bits, hole cutters, air pop riveter, heat gun,
batteries etc
4407
3/4 bay of assorted tools, toolboxes, screws,
airline, fuel cans etc
4408
Box of Fischer adhesive

4364

4370
4371
4372

Box containing gloves, children's items, ice
scrappers etc

4373

4471 Submersible pump and Citroen 2cv starter
motor

4374

Draper battery charger

4375

Shower pump

4376

4484 Bag of ratchet straps

4377
4378

*4379
4380
*4381

2 Karcher floor cleaners
Quantity of Paslode nails
Silver flight case

4 boxes of assorted items inc. wooden wheels,
roller balls, wood screws, plastic handles,
plumbing clips, tape, rubber coils, velcro etc
red fuel can and tool box with small quantity of
assorted tools
Bag of work wear

4409

4511 Hyundai bumper parts and main beam

*4410

2 folding sack trucks

*4411

2 folding sack trucks

4412

Telescopic ladder

4413

Wood burning stove effect electric fire

*4414

Boneco air purifier

4415
4461 Power Devil drill, Bosch drill and Makita drill 4416
Large flight case lid containing large assortment of
4417
tools, oils, screws, switches, sockets, bolts,
4418
saws, cutting blades etc
14 pack of Golden Select glass and stone mosaic 4419
wall tiles
*4420

Large oil filled radiator

2 boxes containing torches, drills, cameras, bit
sets, car polisher etc

4421

Box of 4 x 40 tork multi purpose screws

4422

Box of 5 x 30 tork multi purpose screws

4423

Box of 5 x 60 tork multi purpose screws

4424

Blue box of mixed tork multi purpose screws

4425

Blue box of mixed tork multi purpose screws

4426

Box of mixed screws

*4427

Large quantity of Golden Select laminate flooring

4428

4531 4 toolmaster folding sack trucks

4429

Quantity of backpack sprayers and pressure
sprayers

Set of post ship scales

4382

Black and Decker work box

4383

Quantity of dust masks

4384

Box containing 2 electric planes

4385

3 boxes of assorted tools and power tools

*4386

Unboxed Arcan trolley jack

Boxed chrome rack

4519 Meaco air con unit
4522 Quantity of splashback tiles
4523 Box of self adhesive vinyl floor tiles
Quantity of Laura Ashley purple wallpaper
3 Grohe star edge taps

4387

Quantity of pink carpet floor tiles

4388

Flight case

4389

4505 Quantity of electrical switches and sockets

4430

Small safe

4390

4507 Box of door bells

4431

3 mega cart folding carts

4391

Box dust masks

4432
Small box containing sockets, clamps and 2 vices 4433
Chisel and some large drill bits
4434

Wickes compound mitre saw

*4394

Karcher steamer

4435

Cat portable power pack jumpstart kit

4395

Vintage fuel can

4436

Cat portable power pack jumpstart kit

4392
4393
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Set of post ship scales
Quantity of clear plastic storage boxes

4437

Cat portable power pack jumpstart kit

4474

Qty of stained glass panels

4438

Cat portable power pack jumpstart kit

4475

Large under bay of assorted tapes and materials

4439

Cat portable power pack jumpstart kit

4476

Large paramo vice

4440

Cat portable power pack jumpstart kit

4477

2 Spit nail gun

4441

Space saver wheel and tyre

4478

12v Cordless drill

4442

4803 Hand winch

4479

4563 Nailer and a small camping stove

4443

4810 Swarfega hand dispenser, roll up white
board, plastic strip, Tac Tick multi tool, gate latch
etc

4480

3 Spit nail guns

4481

2 Baskets of nail gun cartridges and ram set nail
gun

4482

Blue tool box with a small qty of assorted tools

4483

Underbay of assorted items inc. cable, pipe
fittings, gloves, etc

4444

Quantity of items inc. laptop chargers, bluetooth
ear pieces, speaker power banks, electronic
boards etc

4445

Saddle and saddle rack

4484

Large electric motor

4446

Box of electrical wall sockets

4485

Bulldog hitch lock

4447

4804 Mini spray gun, Tri Vices, Ratchet tap
wrench, railway lantern, spanner set etc

4486

Transformer box

4487

4574 Park side drill, camping stove and one other
drill

4448

Einhel 240v compound mitre saw

4488

Large qty of tie racks

4449

2 tube lights

4489

Hand pump

4450

Small table saw

4490

4451

4645 Quantity of seat covers and car mats

Large qty of underbay of assorted items inc. chain
block, toilet seat, cable, tiles, plumbing items, etc

4452

Wrap around tube sand polisher

4491

4453

Box containing reciprocating saw, hand tools,
lamp etc

Metal toolbox containing a small qty of fixings,
electrical connectors, etc

4492

2 Boxes containing tie down straps, mitre bond,
tape, screws, etc

4493

PVA glue, car polish, MDF sealer and some trays

4494

Belt sander

4454

pond pump

4455

Ford Transit front grill and headlights with large
quantity of motor spares

4456

Tyre inflator, cable and warning triangle

4495

Fire companion set

4457

4679 Set of wheel trims and Everbuild mastik
ends

4496

Soup kettle

4497

Tin of paint

4458

Camping coolbox and extension cable

4498

4 Ford alloy wheels complete with 5 tyres

4459

Power wrench

4499

Qty of wooden jigs

4460

Volt meter

4500

Work bench

4461

Porta cable nail gun

4501

4583 Rotating stand

4462

Metabo 110v drill

4502

4463

Small anvil

Qty of fuel cans and a large blue container and
drain rods

4464

Box of extension cables, break levers, first aid kit
etc

4503

Pulley wheels, metal rods, ground rod etc

4504

Large plastic box containing jacks, tools, scales,
lights etc

4465

Quantity of cutting blades

4466

Toledo compound mitre saw

4505

4590 4 Honda alloy wheels and 1 tyre

4467

Large set of off road tyres with wheels

4468

Quantity of motor gears and box of assorted tools 4506
4507
2 car batteries

4469

4546 4547 4548 3 Hyundai alloy wheels

4470

1/2 under bay of assorted items inc. power scope, 4509
fixings, screw boxes , fans etc

4471

Metal garage kit

4472
4473

Craft sander
Large shackle and pulley wheel
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3 van wheels and tyres
3 air ratchets, air grinder and a pop riveter
Large qty of motoring mechanical related tools
including diesel injector, socket sets,universal
cable, injection tools, snap on bolt instruction set,
spring clamps, socket sets, diesel timing locking
combination kit, small spanners etc
Qty of large spanners, stilsons and socket bars

4511

Motorbike brake leaver's

*4551

Box of 12 glue guns

4512

Bosch stitch nailer, De Walt drill body and Argon
CO2 gas

*4552

2 Karcher window vacs

4553

Qty of horse tack

4513

Marple chisel set

*4554

Boxed PSX jump start kit

4514

Qty of small bit sets, socket sets, drill bit sets
and a knee pad

*4555

Boxed PSX jump start kit

4515
4516
*4517
4518

*4556
Blue point air impact wrench, air drills, spray guns
*4557
and a Sealey air tool
*4558
2 torque wrenches and qty of sockets
2 portable power banks
Large qty of router bits and wood bits

*4519

DeWalt tool kit consisting of drill, impact drive,
torch, circular saw, jigsaw, complete with 3
batteries and charger

*4520

1 large and 1 small DeWalt socket set

Unboxed PSX jump start kit
Unboxed PSX jump start kit
Unboxed PSX jump start kit

4559

DeWalt 14.4v battery drill with 2 batteries and
charger

*4560

30m extension cable

4561

Under bay consisting of qty of tools, oil filled
radiator, jig, large ground sheet, bolt croppers etc

4562

Half bay of assorted items including door mats,
buckets, rat trap, etc

4563

4654 Air cooler

4521

Makita battery drill with tool kit

4522

Site level

4523

Makita 18v battery drill with 2 batteries and
charger

4564

4655 Air cooler

*4565

Air cooler

4524

Makita battery drill with 2 batteries and charger

*4566

Air cooler

4525

2 hand axes

4567

4657 Air cooler

Half bay of assorted car related items to include
cleaning cloths, car covers, tyre inflators, gloves,
mould remover etc

4568

4658 Air cooler

*4569

Air cooler

4570

4460 Air cooler

1 boxed and 3 bagged security lights

*4571

Air cooler

*4526

*4527
4528

4 car cleaning kits

*4572

Unboxed Air cooler

*4529

3 CAT LED work lights

4573

4463 Muscoca electric fire

*4530

4 boxed Sunforce solar motion lights, night watch
security light and 3 unboxed lights

4574

4664 3 convector heaters and oil filled radiators

*4575

2 boxed and 2 unboxed Tavistock toilet seats and
a shower kit

4576

Dehumidifier

4577

4666 Dehumidifier

4578

2 boxes containing flat pack furniture parts

4579

Sky box

4531

3 large black trays with covers

4532

4616 Light

*4533

Stanley tool bag

*4534

Box of 12 glue guns

*4535

Box of 12 glue guns

*4536

Box of 12 glue guns

*4537

Box of 12 glue guns

4580
*4581

Picnic bench
LED 'Open CLosed' sign

*4538

Box of 12 glue guns

4582

Small fish tank

*4539

Box of 12 glue guns

4583

2 overalls

*4540

Box of 12 glue guns

4584

3 black toilet seats

*4541

Box of 12 glue guns

*4585

2 boxed champagne lights

*4542

Box of 12 glue guns

4586

5690 Light

*4543

Box of 12 glue guns

*4587

Qty of LED lights

*4544

Box of 12 glue guns

*4588

Wash brush and some plastic containers

*4545

Box of 12 glue guns

4589

4650 2 van wings

*4546
*4547

Box of 12 glue guns
Box of 12 glue guns

*4590

Qty of paint, binding primer, paint conditioner, filer,
Dulux paint etc

*4548

Box of 12 glue guns

4591

3 strip lights

*4549

Box of 12 glue guns

*4592

Bosch 3.5" angle grinder

*4550

Box of 12 glue guns
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4593

spare

4594

spare

4595

spare

4596

spare

4597

spare

4598

spare

4599

spare

4600

spare

*4801

ratchet straps and DeWalt & Amtech tool bags
*4823

Rafter square, voltage tester, soldering iron tips,
mallet, diamond core attachments, G-clamps, drill
arbours, drill bits and other tooling

*4824

Blind cord, ground pegs, guttering, brackets,
lengths of seat belt, casters, threaded fixings etc

*4825

Bag containing screws, bolts, nails, pneumatic
controls, hose tail pieces etc

*4826

Inner gear cables, foot pump, fuel pump, brake
cable set and other bike & car accessories

DeWalt screwdriver bits, Irwin drill bits and various
*4827
other drill bits and roater cutters

*4802

Bag containing cutting discs, hacksaw &
reciprocating blades and various saw blades

*4803

Hammers, axes, plasterers tools, trowels, string
etc

*4804

Fixings, No More Nails, wood glue, adhesive tape,
*4829
screws etc

*4805

PIRs, switches, dummy cameras, defender
alarms, Danfoss thermostats etc

*4806

Car and bike parts including pedals, lights,
compound, locks etc

*4807

Locks, hinges, brackets and large quantity of
assorted door furniture and fixings

*4808

Drawer runners, blind mechanisms, stands,
punches, brackets etc

*4809

Pliers, alan keys, spanners, planes and various
tools

*4810

Makita battery charger & brushes, pry bars, wood *4834
bits, laser level etc

*4811

Plier set, magnets, rubber mallets, chisels, drill
bits, tools etc

*4828

Sink mixer taps, shower heads & hoses, valves
and plumbing accessories
Selection of hand tools and attachments including
drill bits, chisel, snips, sharpening stone,
chainsaw chains, multi tool, pin puller step drill etc

*4831

Door handles, alarm sensors, electrical back
boxes, LED lights, weights, brackets, fixings etc

*4832

Timber bolts, screws, washers, plasterboard
fixings and other fixings, extension leads, rubber
hose, wire rope, cord etc

*4833

Padlocks, locker door barrels, bike lock, deck
lights, Defender window and door alarms etc
Silicone, adhesives, PVA, Duct & dry wall tapes,
tape measures, Epoxy resins, ear buds, paint
brushes etc

*4835

Sizing tool kits, log bomb, chisel, crimping tools,
drill bits, BB bullets, work gloves, impact socket,
magnetic pick up and other tooling

*4836

G-clamps, drill bits, EC meter, socket set,
chainsaw chains, tape measures, crimping tool,
cutting disc, multi tools and other tooling

Silicone, Gorilla glue & lubricant, fixings, wood
screws, bolts, adhesive tape, scrapers etc

*4813

Cable glands, light pendants, personal alarms,
electrical switches, timer control etc

*4814

Push fit connectors, shower heads, waste, air line
*4837
connectors, valves and plumbing accessories

*4815

Bulbs, track rod ends, pipe clips, brake cable,
lock, connectors etc

*4816

Padlocks, window latches, hinges, door knobs &
handles, furniture feet, casters etc

*4817

Blind chain, L brackets, spring clips, mouse traps
and various fixings and brackets

*4818

Black & Decker Mouse sander, Deworx jig saw,
LED Pir security light and Lezyne bike torch

*4819

Brother Industrial Labelling machine, Park Safe
automotive kit, LED work light and Chatsworth
twix exposed thermostatic shower valve

*4820

Pink Grip, Adhesive, central heating protector,
Dulux paint, Cuprinol, acrylic paints, Swarfega,
glue, screen wash etc

*4821

Ryobi One 18v angle grinder

*4822

2 Wera screwdriver sets, breaker bars, drill bits,
34

Door stops, ridge rafter brackets, cabinet hinges,
casters, door handles, latches, beer pump
emblems, inlets and hardware

*4830

*4812
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Hinges, door handles, door locks, smoke alarms,
drawer runners, coat hooks, door bell, emergency
stop button etc

Milwaukee impact driver body, joint separator,
hexagon key sets, Wera 1/2" Zyklop, and Stanley
FatMax wire strippers

*4838

Electrical sockets, door handles, hinges, mixed
fuses, screws, bolts and other fixings etc

*4839

Current breakers, Hive thermostats, shower
heads, valves and plumbing accessories

*4840

Defender window & door alarms, sealant,
adhesive, Gorilla glue, steel writer marker,
adhesive tapes, padlocks etc

*4841

Large bag hooks, fixings, cable, brackets and
various hardware

*4842

Stanley Yankee, Jab saws, screwdriver sets,
awning pegs, crimping tools, vinyl smoothers,
goosenecks,

*4843

Digital calipers, Stanley chisels, Stihl chainsaw
chains, spring clamps, Laser ring pliers, drill
brush, hammer and other tooling

*4844

Hioki digital clamp Hi tester 3206

*4845

Fixing band, cabinet feet, casters, element,
Neighbourhood Watch notice boards, carpet
protector film, drill pump, fixings, brackets etc

*4846
*4847

*4848
*4849

motorcycle jeans
5001

Painted Brooke Bond advertising sign

5002

1930's Dome topped mantle clock

5003
Plumbing & electrical items including seals, pipes,
5004
taps, switches, junction boxes etc
5005
Draper soldering iron, polisher, screwdriver set,
bandsaw blades, wrench, rafter square, fixing band 5006
and other tooling
5007
Gorilla tape, carpet tape, work gloves & masks,
string, wire, adhesive, sanding discs/pads etc
5008
Shower heads, waste, converter adapters,
switches, thermostatic valves and plumbing &
electrical accessories

Victorian desk with 2 frieze drawers
Box containing a qty of loose maps
spare
2 Pine boxes
Circular walnut tripod occasional table with faux
marble surface
3 Piece silver plated tea service

5009

Painted pond yacht on stand

5010

Edwardian fold over card table

*4850

Electric pump, Droso trap, strut mount, sealer
strip, brackets, casters, fixings etc

5011

2 Toilet swing mirrors

5012

5183 Mahogany sofa table with 2 drawers

*4851

Glow plugs, brake pads, Separating & Riveting
tool, Auto Glym, bike shock absorters, mud
guards and other bike & car relating sundries

5013

1930's beech coat rack

5014

Victorian drop side table

Dummy cameras, window & door alarms, letter
boxes, vents, door handles, drawer runners etc

5015

5096 2 framed and glazed cricketing prints

5016

1920's Roll top desk

Carbon Monoxide alarm, filters, wheel barrow
wheel, 200w LED light, tie wraps, paint brushes,
weed mat pegs etc

5017

Painted fire bucket

5018

Victorian walnut 3 tier dumb waiter

5019
5020

Brass tripod floor lamp with shade
Edwardian 2 fold room divider with glass panels

5021

2 Reproduction side tables, tripod wine table and
an upholstered stool

*4852
*4853

*4854

*4855

*4856

Plumbing accessories, electrical switches, air
pump, knee pads, work gloves, twin monoblock,
silicone sealer, padlocks etc

Infrared thermometer, fire blankets, hammers,
Coach & wood screws, heavy duty stapler, clamps 5022
etc
Fat Max aviation snips, cordless rotary tool, Nuts,
bolts & washers, bleed kit, tape measure,
soldering iron, hook knives etc

*4857

Bike helmets, chains, pedals, Shimano front hub,
motorbike gloves etc

*4858

BMW Mud flaps, vehicle lights, trim etc

*4859

Filters, mirror glass, ball joints and car accessories

*4860

Taco rolls, Red and grey side strips, USB socket
extension, ball lock, straps etc

*4861

Airoh motorcycle helmet, bike wheels, Schrader
valve, bike graphics, inner tubes etc

*4862

Window mechanism, filters, central locking lock,
door rubbers, indicator stalk, brake pads and car
accessories

*4863

Bike packing seat pack, Shimano free hub, inner
tubes, air filters, body armour etc

*4864

Car badges, locks, spanner set, diagnostic leader,
dash cam, Sony head units etc

*4865

Car mats, back support, tyre warmer inner,
steering wheel cover etc

*4866

VW black box, panels, wiper blades, thermostats,
filters etc

*4867

Large bag of car cleaning and lubrication products

*4868

1 gents & 2 ladies motorcycle jackets and pair of
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Edwardian 2 fold room divider with fabric and
glazed panels

5023

Foo Fighters world tour advertising poster

5024

236 rr sept After Gerald Coulson (b. 1926),
'Guardian Spirit',
with blind stamp, signed by the artist, and
numbered in pencil 486/850,
limited edition coloured reproduction,
image 50.5 x 66.5 cm

5025

238 rr sept After Keith Woodcock,
'Night Mission Ahead',
with blind stamp and signed by the artist, and
numbered in pencil 142/850,
limited edition coloured reproduction,
image 40 x 60.5 cm

5026

234 rr sept After Ronald T.. K.. Wong,
'Tiger Hawks',
signed by members of the 74 (Fighter) Squadron
and numbered in pencil 230/1000,
limited edition coloured reproduction,
image 42.5 x 63.5 cm

5027

235 rr sept 'Phantoms of the Ark',
signed, illustrated and numbered in pencil 135/500,
limited edition coloured reproduction,
image 38.5 x 54 cm

*5028

Brown suede effect 6 piece modular corner suite

5070

Riccar electric sewing machine

5029

Oak Grandmother clock

5071

5030

Victorian mahogany Quartetto nest of tables

Ladder back with rush seat plus a stick back chair
with rush seat

5031

Mahogany serpentine fronted side board

5072

5032

Gold painted table lamp with cherub to the column

5033

Brass Pegoda

5034

Moon phase mahogany long case clock

226 rr sept Emily Stannard (1803-1885),
a girl and dog by a thatch cottage,
signed,
watercolour,
24.5 x 34.5 cm

5035

spare

5073

2 Tier reproduction mahogany side table

5036

Coaching lamp

5074

Embroidery with flowers

5037

Modern oil on canvas: still life with flowers and fruit

5040

5075
3 framed and glazed watercolours horse and cart,
5076
derelict far, buildigs and country house
5077
Soil sieve
6 Paneled Walt Disney Lady and the Tramp print 5078

5041

Alphonse de Neuville print of Rourks Drift

5042

2 Painted cast iron engine plates

5043

Framed and glazed John Singer Sergent print of
gassed WW1 troops

5044

Embroidery on fabric Egyptian deities

5045

4 Framed steam train prints

5046

Walnut desk with 2 drawers

5047

Edwardian perdonium

5048

Oak magazine rack

5049

Pair of dwarf oak open fronted bookcases

5050

Walnut open fronted bookcase

5051

Nut cracker

5052

Edwardian 4 drawer music cabinet with cupboard
to the side

5053

Lid lined Victorian tripod jardiniere

5054

Beech rocking chair

5055

spare

5056

Pair of reproduction mahogany tripod side tables

5057

Oak refectory table

5058

5038
5039

Pine marmalade box
4 Mid Winter cups and saucers plus a milk jug
Oak stool with drop in seat
Mahogany sideboard 2 drawers 2 doors under

5079

Reproduction Peugeot advertising sign

5080

Modern print figures on beach

5081

Photographic print autumn woodland with stream
plus a print of trees

5082

Pair of cream leather effect 2 seater sofas

5083

Child's beech desk

5084

5082 Square side table on cast iron base

5085

spare

5086

Croquet set

5087

1960's Striped fabric 3 seater sofa plus a pair of
matching armchairs

5088

Victorian upholstered armchair with x shaped
stretchers

5089

Victorian armchair in floral fabric

5090

Plywood shoe polishing box

5091

Victorian mahogany single door cupboard

5092

Grey fabric 2 seater sofa

5093

Laura Ashley floral mat

5094

Striped floral fabric 2 seater sofa plus a pair of
matching armchairs and cushions

Resin figure of lady in hat

5095

Hana-Bi Japanese advertising poster

5059

2 Resin pigs

5096

5060

Heart shaped Kenyan souvenir bowl, 2 resin
figures of giraffe, carved African bowl, figure of a
cat plus a wooden pestle and mortar

5061

Oak metemorphic table bench

5062

Fullotone wind up gramophone

5063

BEech adjustable artists easel

240 rr sept John Bryce (20th century),
'Defiants',
signed,
watercolour,
36 x 56 cm, together with six limited edition
coloured reproductions of a similar subject matter
by Michael Rondot, Graham Cooke and other
artists and four posters (11)

5064

Late Victorian twin pedestal desk with gallery
sloping and sloping surface

5097

2 Prints of Dolphins and still life with jugs

5065

Studio pottery vase with lady to the column

5098

3 Framed and glazed anatomical diagrams

5066

Reproduction mahogany demi lune console table

5099

Modern oil on canvas pointers and game birds

5067

4 Victorian writing slopes and boxes (af)

5100

5068

Late Victorian tripod plant jardiniere

3 Prints on glass Trees, lake and mist plus
seashore

5069

Oak bench

5101

Chinese print on silk figures in domestic interior
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plus a watercolour cottages and figure

5142

Floor lamp with adjustable neck

5102

5166 Rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5143

5070 Golf club side table with circular glazed top

5103

5194 Watercolour of country house

5144

Walnut chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5104

spare

5105

5046 Pair of Framed and glazed Victorian prints to 5145
include child with dog plus boy and girl
5146
spare

5106

Painted Ercol drop side tea trolley

5147

Green marble topped table on beech base

5107

Victorian mahogany side table with drawer

5148

Walnut Vienna wall clock

5108

2 oak side tables

5149

Upholstered French armchair (a/f)

5109

Lloyd Loom ottoman seat

5150

5137 Watercolour girl with fruit

5110

Sheesham side table with drawers and magazine
racks to the side

5151

Framed and glazed print village church, figures in
a muddy road

5111

Reproduction yew table with 2 drawers

5152

Rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5112

Edwardian 2 tier plant stand

5153

6 Framed and glazed botanical prints

5113

Pair of carved French upholstered armchairs

5154

3 military prints

5114

Ercol 3 tier trolley

5155

2 modern oil on canvas after Marc Chagall

5115

Miniature chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5156

8 framed and glazed equestrian and hunting prints

5116

5178 2 seater sofa in striped fabric

5157

Ercol stick back armchair

5117

Barcelona style buttoned leather effect sofa with
chromed base

5158

Miniature elephant seat

5159

Teak chest of 5 drawers

5118

New Home electric sewing machine

5160

Oak drop side table

5119

Cupboard formed from a speaker case

5161

4 brass pullman lamps

5120

Cane folding 3 tier book rack

5162

Oak drop side table on barley twist supports

5121

Edwardian bureau with 3 drawers under

5163

Cased vesta sewing machine

5122

2 tripod wine tables

5164

Vintage Roberts radio

5123

Stag dressing table with stool

5165

3 wooden jewellery boxes

5124

Wicker basket

5166

Circular G Plan coffee table with glazed insert

5125

8 demi-johns

5167

Circular glazed table with 4 chairs nesting under

5126

5140 Pine drop side table plus 6 upholstered
chairs

5168

Copper and brass coal scuttle plus a brass pot

5127

4 stick back beech chairs

5169

Upholstered armchair on ball and claw supports

5128

4 Scandart Ltd 1960's dining chairs (collectors
items)

5170

Rectangular piece of rose marble

5171

Beech finished dining table

5129

Maroon fabric Victorian nursing chair

5172

5130

2 wooden microscopes

Teak finished extending dining table plus 6 beech
chairs (collectors items)

5173

Oak drop side table on barely twist supports

5174

Pair of beech stick back carvers plus 2 dining
chairs

5175

spare

5176

Oak tripod stool with leather surface

5177

Circular reproduction side table with drawer

5178

Oak finished chest of 4 drawers

5179

Circular Victorian mahogany tripod table

*5131

Cane chair on metal base

Edwardian nursing chair with upholstered seat and
back

5132

Tilting oak occasional table

5133

Wing back armchair in beige and cream striped
fabric

5134

Oak 2 tier folding cake stand

5135

3 tier folding cake stand

5136

Mahogany drop side table plus a reproduction
tripod wine table

5137

Square Sheesham coffee table

5180

Oval bevelled mirror in chinoserie frame

Grey fabric button back dining chair

5181

5195 Modern oil on canvas ships at sea

5139

Cased dome topped mantle clock

5182

5140

Pine dining table plus 4 beech chairs

2 Framed and glazed prints elderly Vietnamese
ladies

5141

Beech key box

5183

3 wine advertising posters

*5138
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5184

Rectangular mirror with green glass frame

5219

Box containing TY and other toys

5185

Framed and glazed map of Dorset

5220

Metal storage unit with plastic drawers

5186

Upholstered bow back armchair

5221

Edwardian hanging shelf with 2 drawers under

5187

Walnut finished 1960's coffee table

5222

5252 Oak folding desk on metal base

5188

Beech cantilever sewing box plus a wicker work
sewing box

5223

5201 Embroidered fire screen plus a red fabric
nursing chair

5189

Single divan bed base with mattress

5224

Pine drop side table on painted base

5190

Brown leather effect 2 seater sofa

5225

5251 Box containing ceiling lights and shades

*5191

4 grey suede dining chairs on metal supports

5226

5192

Pair of jigsaw puzzle pictures with rural amish
scenes

5241 Pair of Queen Anne style dining chairs with
drop in seats

5227

Bamboo and black lacquered Chinese table

5193

Pine single pedestal desk

5228

3 Hanging display cabinets

5194

Fabric 3 fold room divider

5229

3 Boxes containing Edwardian and later novels

5195

2 vintage travelling typewriters

5230

American rocking chair with floral green fabric

5196

Pine chest of 5 drawers

*5231

Oak finished square coffee table with storage wells

5197

Beech finished side table with drawers and
magazine racks plus an open fronted bookcase

5232

Ercol dropside table plus 4 stick back chairs

5198
5199
5200
5201

5233
Oak finished chest of 3 drawers plus a matching 3 5234
drawer bedside cabinet
5235
Electric Singer sewing machine
5236
White painted 3 drawer bedside cabinet plus a hi-fi
5237
cabinet
5238
Pine open fronted bookcase

Metal floor lamp with 4 adjustable lights
Oak draw leaf table
spare
Tile topped teak coffee table
5547 Elm seated armchair
Carved oak spinning stool

*5202

4 Wooden and metal stools

5239

Cased Treadle Singer sewing machine

*5203

Pair of white painted 3 drawer bedside cabinets

5240

Oak clerks desk

Pair of green floral upholstered Edwardian dining
chairs

5241

Oak hanging shelf with coat hooks under

5242

3 Boxes containing lawn boules

5205

spare

*5243

Grey fabric guest bed

5206

Oak finished desk with 2 drawers

5244

5207

Pine chest of 2 over 7 drawers

5283 Reproduction glazed china cabinet with ash
panels

5208

5106 Pine bedside cabinet

5245

(6) Large multi coloured floral carpet

5209

5227 Square pine coffee table

5246

Blue and white striped mat

5210

Beech child's armchair with star upholstery

5247

(5) Pink floral Indian carpet

5211

5121 French oak draw leaf table plus 6 chairs

5248

(4) Olive green floral carpet

5212

Framed and glazed Bernard West watercolour of
Red Squirrels

5249

3 Mats to inc. a kilim, a Bokhara mat plus a
modern blue mat and a runner

5213

Framed and glazed Bernard West watercolour
figure and country church

5250

Shaun Scully abstract in blue and black

5251

Barrie Clark print of a Spitfire

5214

5164 Ladies fur stole

5252

Great Western railways serge coat

5215

5245 Print the Boxes of Malta, Mughal print and a 5253
print still life with roses
5254
237 rr sept After Frank Wootton,
'Typhoon',
5255
signed by the artist and others, and numbered in
5256
pencil 795/850,
limited edition coloured reproduction,
5257
image 42.5 x 61 cm, together with another work
by the same hand titled 'The Straggler' (2)
5258
Japanese embroidery on silk
5259
Pine kitchen table
5260

5204

5216

5217
5218
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2 Photographic prints of Landrovers
5292 Watercolour of a cottage, map of the Southill
estate and 2 prints with flowers
Mirror in pine frame plus 3 others
Modern print of the Chicago skyline
5296 Oak bedroom suite comprising double
wardrobe, 2 chests of drawers and a cabinet
5297 Pink painted Lloyd Loom dressing table stool
Pine stool
2 French style cream painted bedside cabinets

with drawer and single door

5300

Large upholstered stool

5261

5108 Pine 3 drawer bedside cabinet

5301

Circular pine table plus 4 stick back chairs

5262

Pine pot cupboard with drawer over

5302

5683 Oak side table with second tier

5263

5124 2 Finished coffee table with second tier

5303

5235 Chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5264

5300 Brass preserve pan plus a graduated set of
copper pots

5304

Treadle Singer sewing machine

5305

spare

5265

spare

5306

Pine dressing table with swing mirror

5266

5313 Grey leather effect and chrome swivel stool

5307

5279 Wicker seated Edwardian bedroom chair

5267

Pine chest of 4 drawers

5308

5268

5122 Oval bevelled mirror

5269

Pine finished 2 drawer filing cabinet

2 boxes containing Le Creuset and other cooking
pots plus Egyptian inlaid box, ship in bottle and
silver plate

5270

Reproduction yew twin pedestal desk

5309

Pine finished chest of 5 drawers

5271

Square tile topped lamp table

5310

5344 Pine double wardrobe with drawer under

5272

Boxed dining table (af)

5311

Cream painted French double wardrobe

5273

2 Boxes containing vintage telephones and clocks 5312

5274

Pine hanging shelf with coat hooks under

5275

Pine 3 drawer bedside cabinet

5276

5470 2 oils deer in winter setting, figure in lane
with church and cottage

5313

Beech house sign, watercolour with sky and trees,
yachts at sea

Pine pot cupboard with drawer over

5314

Qty of modern Batman wall hangings

5277

Black painted pine trunk

5315

5350 Pair of Framed and glazed fighter jet prints

5278

Oak finished bureau with shelves and cupboard
under

5316

2 rectangular bevelled mirrors

5280

5317
5238 Pair of pine and metal lamp tables with glass
5318
drawers
5068 Pine table top swing mirror with drawer under 5319

5281

5067 Oak side table on barley twist supports

5282

5438 Edwardian double door china cabinet

5283

Pine open fronted bookcase

5279

5376 Print church figures and country house
Manga style print of a nude
Dressing table mirror plus a narrow rectangular
mirror in pine frame

5320

Large qty of tapestries, photographic and other
prints plus modern wall hangings
Brown floral style suite comprising 3 seater and
pair of armchairs with exposed wooden frames

5286

5321
Modern wall hanging with sardines, butterflies and
dragonflies
5322
5163 Oil on canvas dog with kittens
5323
Bevelled mirror

5287

2 Rectangular mirrors in pine frames

5324

5288

Mirror in metal frame, print of St Pauls Cathedral,
oils on board plus watercolour

Pair of glazed display cabinet plus entertainment
unit and a pair of cd racks

5325

5333 Shelf with coat hooks under

5289

Pine open fronted bookcase

5326

Large wooden vase

5290

5327
Watercolour boys fishing, oil on board, figure of
avenue and trees, watercolour kitchen interior plus 5328
a watercolour of a domestic setting
5329
Pine corner unit with cupboard under
5330
Pine painted child's wardrobe with drawers under
5331
1970's dressing table stool with circular seat

Green fabric electric reclining armchair

5294

Beech finished and perspex chest of 3 drawers
plus a maple finished open fronted bookcase

5332

Oval stained beech coffee table

5295

spare

*5333

Pair of black fabric and chrome dining chairs

5296

Green fabric wingback armchair

5334

Painted cane conservatory 3 seater sofa plus a
pair of matching armchairs

Grey mat with stripes
Eames style swivel chair

5335

spare

5336

5 Framed and glazed Constable prints

Pair of upholstered French style cream painted
armchair

5337

5106 French oak coffee table

5284
5285

5291
5292
5293

5297
*5298
5299
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5366 French oak drawer leaf dining table plus 6
cane strung seated chairs
White painted open fronted bookcase

Wash stand with marble topped gallery
Circular Victorian tripod table
5052 Circular Victorian tripod table
Box containing carved wooden giraffes, briefcase,
modern pottery and a pine bottle holder

*5338

Ottoman sleeper bed

5376

Engineers fall front box

5339

Black leather effect pouffe

5377

Pine sideboard 3 drawers, 3 doors under

5340

Glazed reproduction mahogany corner unit

5378

5341

Pine fire surround

Table lamp with onyx base and gilt painted
cherubs to the column

5342

Narrow rectangular bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5379

Circular AA enamel sign

5343

5398 Folding Z bed

5380

Vintage radio in bakelite case

5344

Dimplex electric fire with surround

5381

Demi-lune console table

5345

Rectangular bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5382

Glass table lamp with cream pleated fabric shade

5346

Qty of prints and paintings to include still life with 5383
flowers, botanical prints, map of Bedfordshire, farm 5384
buildings, sailor, portraits and country scenes
5385

1970's cube shaped Philips TV

5347

Black and gilt painted bedstead

5386

5348

Circular mirror in black frame

Floral fabric cottage suite comprising 3 seater sofa
and 2 seater sofa

5349

(3) Multi-coloured carpet runner with ivory border

5387

Floral 2 fold room divider

5350

(2) Floral carpet with red border

5388

Gilt and cream painted console table

5351

Single divan bed base with mattress

5389

Green glazed Majolica style jardinaire

5352

Terry Shelbourne oil on board of steam train

*5390

5353

Qty of children's books and Key Stage 2
mathematic books

Black leather effect corner suite with storage
compartments

5391

5048 Victorian mahogany tripod table

5354

Pine console table with drawer

5392

5459 De Mob green canvas case with wooden ribs

5355

spare

5393

5356

5414 Oval dining table plus 6 reproduction chairs
to include 2 carvers

reproduction mahogany sideboard with 3 drawers
and cupboard under

5394

Composite picture of kingfisher plus a print of
Corfe castle Dorset

5395

Fruit wood joint stool

Helmet shaped discover Philips TV
Oak 19th century blanket box

5357

5542 Blue painted wicker child's armchair

5358

Vienna wall clock

5359

Box containing milk maids yoke plus a qty of table 5396
lamps
5397

2 academic books Introduction to Geometry

5360

5417 Edwardian walnut extending dining table

5398

2 Studio Pottery vases

5361

Floral painted blanket box plus a deeds box,
wicker basket and briefcase

5399

5465 French oak pot cupboard with marble surface

5400

Elm seated splat back armchair

5362

5421 Dark oak drop side table

5401

Box conatining brass brackets and light fittings

5363

Narrow oak 3 drawer bedside cabinet

5402

Georgian corner wash stand

5364

Teak hi-fi cabinet

5403

Ornamental decorative blunderbas

5365

Pine chest of 2 over single drawer

5404

5095 Watercolour of a moorland stream

5366

Wrestmor child's pram

5405

5367

Ash chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5480 Oil on canvas: figures in narrow street with
washing

5368

Pair of Queen Anne style dining chairs with drop in 5406
seats

Wooden half gallon meaure, oil lamp, brass duck,
pair of onyx table lamps and silver plated teapot

5369

5133 Child's rocking horse

Walnut dome-topped matle clock

5370

5433 Box containing academic gown and a mortar 5408
board

Quantity of ladybird books plus Rupert and other
annuals

5371

Box containing carnival glass, musical and other
figures plus side plates, dinner plates

5409

Naive oil on canvas: sheep in lane with figures,
buildings and trees

5372

Box containing table lamps

5410

Blue glazed and painted vase

Pair of Eames style swivel chairs on chrome
supports

5411

Oil on board of shepherd with flock, meadow and
town in background

5374

Benres style beaten brass table on base

5412

5055 Oil on canvas: girl with book and pen

5375

Oak crafts and hall chair with stick stands to the
side

5413

Adjustable mounting 1970s table lamp with a
barleytwist brass lamp

*5373
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Square oak lamp table

5414

Box containing gold plated platters, Evershampatterned crockery and a decanter

5456

Modern oil on canvas; waterfall, woodland and deer

5457

Modern oil on canvas - pine and glen

5415

spare

5458

Edwardian child's bed

5416

Box containing military-related reference books

5459

Single divan bed bases with matresses

5417

Cast iron fire basket

5460

Box containing vinyl records and CDs

5418

Resin figure of mother and child

5461

Bergere armchair

5419

Circular wall clock

5462

Boxed Scalextric set

5420

Oil on canvas - Manchester Utd football player

5463

Woolen embroidery

5421

5488 Qty of religious icons

5464

5063 Six brown leather effect dining chairs

5422

Carved wooden panel

5465

spare

5423

Modern chiming wall clock

5466

Qty of brown and floral glazed Denby crockery

5424

Pair of blue and white Delft chargers

5467

5011 3 framed and glazed pictures of fairies

5425

8 metal boules

5468

5426

Red arrows aeroplane model plus 4 F1 model cars

Box containing silver plate to include bon bon
dish, bacon dish, hot water jug and candlestick

5427

Quartz wall clock

5469

4 boxes containing glassware, crockery, ladies fur
coat, patterned jug, and general china

*5428

Metal tripod adjustable stool

5429

Bag

5470

5541 Pine double wardrobe with drawer under

5430

Oil on canvas - lake and woodlands

5471

10 oak and other chairs for restoration purposes

5431

5504 Mirror in teak frame

5472

5432

5263 Floral decorated screen

Pair of wicker table lamps plus demijohns,
lemonade urn, and glass bottles with stoppers

5433
5434

Cast iron GWR notice
Qty of pictures to include figures in national
costume, still life with fruit, debating society,
horses and jockeys, plus a watercolour of Eton
College

5473

Picquot ware 3-piece tea service with tray, a
flatcap, horn, jug, fishing wheel, projector

5474

Carved wooden African mask, oriental crockery,
biscuit barrel, cutlery, prints, alarm clocks,
glassware and books

5435

spare

5475

Dutch Delft-style meat platters plus a jug, silverplated tray, 3-piece silver-plated tea service

5436

Adjustable floor lamp

5476

Collection of lanterns and gauges

5437

Box containing qty of Lego pieces

5477

5438

Single divan bed base with matress plus trundle
bed under

Qty of green and brown-glazed majolica plant pots
plus a foot warmer

5478

Qty of fishing reels

5439

5210 Oak drawer-leaf table plus four chairs

5479

Qty of glass fishing scales

5440

Victorian green-fabric button-back armchair

5480

Canteen with a qty of king's patterned cutlery

5441

5440 Floral upholstered stool

5481

Qty of garden chair cushions

5442

Pine chest of 2 over 1 drawer

5482

5443

Pine chest of 2 over 1 drawers

Director's chair, fisherman's seat and a vintage
green canvas tent

5444

Edwardian wooden coal scuttle

*5483

Brown shag-pile carpet

5445

Pine bow-fronted three-drawer bedside cabinet

5484

Roll of underlay

5446

5462 Dark oak nest of 3 tables

*5485

Dormeo matress

5447

Embroidered fire screen with barley twist supports *5486

Dormeo matress

5448

Metal ornamental ball

5487

5449

5516 Pair of metal and resin table lamps

Carved wooden elephant, ornamental owls, bear,
oriental figure and a copper pannel with an owl

5450

5521 Oak quarter cupboard

5488

5451

Painted pine frame? with drawer under

Edinburgh crystal rose vase plus 3 other vases
and a sauce bottle

5452

Pine double-door cupboard with drawer over

5489

Box containing copper kettle, poker, toasting fork,
brass candles and a table lamp

Pair of Sheesham-style dining chairs

5490

5663 Adjustable floor lamp

5454

5142 Beech rocking chair

5491

5455

Nine volumes of the Second Great War plus 6
volumes of the Popular History of The Great War

4 boxes containing ornamental figures, ornamental
posies, toast rack, jugs, plus oriental ceramics
and glassware

*5453
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*5492

Tripod adjustable stool

5523

3 boxes containing Capo De Monte style
ornamental figures plus china

5524

3 boxes containing paintings, ornamental dray
horses, Coca Cola and other trinket boxes,
enamel biscuit barrel, toy cars, ornamental
figures, sherry and other barrels plus dray horse
cart and oil lamps

5493

Box containing table lamps

5494

Box containing pond yachts

5495

spare

5496

Box containing qty of Royal Albert 'Old Country
Rose' patterned crockery

5497

Box containing glasses and general china

5525

5498

Box containing Vandy, Bunty and other children's
annuals

Box containing Applied Physic Reports and
chemistry books

5526

Bag and box containing vinyl records

5527
4 boxes containing qty of blue glazed crockery,
glassware, neo and other ornamental figures, plus
pewterware and brassware
5528
3 boxes containing vintage wooden children's toys 5529

Box containing qty of pictures and wooden
magazine rack

Box containing tin plus carved wooden ornaments
and clocks

5505

3 boxes containing blue and white Edwardian and 5530
later china plus tureens, chamber pot, jugs and
dishes
5531
4 biscuit tins, box containing horse brasses and
candle sticks plus light shades, quartz wall clock, 5532
shell decorated lamp, coasters, place mats and
travelling accessories
5533
4 boxes containing carved wooden African figures, 5534
glass vases, kitchen ware, coffee mugs,
5535
ornaments, general crockery
5536
Box containing collectors plates
5537
5 glass bowls

5506

Box containing cd's

5538

3 boxes containing wine glasses

5507

Scandart sewing machine

5539

spare

5508

Box containing cd's

5540

5509

HMV wind up gramophone

Box containing Royal Standard and other
collectors plates plus paperweights and figures

5510

3 boxes containing cookery books, reference
books and autobiographies and novels

5541

Qty of Super Cook books, Guinness Book of
Records and Look and Learn magazines

5511

Box containing Staffordshire figures

5512

Box containing oriental vases, pictures and prints, 5542
oil lamp and Nao figures
5543
2 boxes containing vinyl records
5544

5513

5589 Box containing photo picture frames

5545

Box containing table lamps

5514

Box containing binoculars, set of scales, butter
churn, kitchen mincing machine, cameras

5546

Box containing chestnut roaster, brass and copper
ware to include kettle and teapot

5515

5690 2 Pepsi cola boxes

5547

5516

Box containing vinyl records

Box containing qty of floral pattern Colclough and
other china

5517

Small stack of vinyl records

5548

Box containing James Patterson novels

5518

Pure Irish linen luncheon set to include napkins
and doilies plus a qty of cutlery sets and loose
cutlery

5549
5550

2 boxes containing art reference books
5625 3 boxes containing glassware and blue and
white china

5519

4 boxes containing wine glasses, pewter mugs,
tumblers and genera glassware

5551

8 volumes of Cassell's book of Knowledge

5520

8 boxes containing bed pans, ornamental figures,
foot warmers, barometer, commemorative mugs,
coat rack, brass oil lamp, cutlery set, ornamental
tractor, glassware

5552

Cooler bag with a qty of Melba bone china

5553

2 boxes containing coloured glass and
commemorative mugs

5554

5521

Box containing qty of Beano annuals

2 boxes containing fruit and vegetable shaped
kitchen storage pots

5522

Oriental export tea service plus sherry glasses

5555

5661 Canteen with qty of cutlery

5556

3 boxes containing large qty of heron book

5499

5500
5501

5502

5503

5504
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Box containing military reference books
Box containing qty of lamp shades

Box containing qty of pub trays
Leather briefcase plus board games, dinner plates
and carved wooden animals
Box containing qty of carved soap stone animals
3 glass vases
spare
Stack of vinyl records
Oriental metal trivet plus a Bosson's style wall
plaque

Box containing character jugs
Box containing inlaid wooden jewellery boxes

published classic and other English novels

mugs

5557

Canteen with qty of cutlery plus 2 mirrors

5589

5558

Ships decanter plus jugs, coasters and sherry
glasses

Qty of Colclough and floral pattern Rochester
crockery

5590

2 boxes containing silver plate to include tea
service, tray and vases

5591

2 wooden trinket boxes, brass tray, qty of
Limoges porceline, small blue vase and white
metal items

5592

2 tall gold-coloured floral candle holders

5593

Wooden-cased clock with decorative face by
Garrard & Co Ltd

5594

Pair of brown and gold glazed Doulton Lambeth
vases

5595

spare

5596

Ginger jar, commemorative mug, jugs, character
jug, qty of floral pattern china plus posies and a
vase

5597

Victorian mahogany tea caddy

5598

Lemonade jug plus 6 glasses, plus sherry glasses
and tumblers

5559

Canteen containing Oneida Kings Pattern cutlery

5560

Ringtons teapot, 2 mugs and a diary

5561

Box containing wood planes plus a pallet and
brushes

5562

5026 2 oriental teapots plus a milk jug

5563

(RR 220) Emily Stannard (1803-1885),
A river landscape,
signed,
watercolour,
26 x 36.5 cm

5564

Wall clock in case

5565

Pair of boating oars

5566

Large mirror in dark wood frame

5567

Cuneo print of steam engine

5568

Ltd Ed print Day of Destiny

5569

Pair of Paul Twine oil on boards depicting steam
trains

5599

Qty of post cards, cow bell, keys, napkin ring,
silver blotter, cigarette tin

5570

Georgian banjo barometer

5600

5571

5629 Brass clad coal scuttle

Qty of jewellery to include cameo brooch plus
Parker and other pens

5572

Pair of oriental muzzle loaders

5601

5573

Quartz clock with map of the world

Qty of vintage tins plus a set of scales and plastic
dolls' house furniture

5574

(RR 239) After Gerald Coulson (b. 1926),
'The First Blow',
signed by the artist, by Flight Lieutenant George
Booth and numbered in pencil 482/1089,
limited edition coloured reproduction,
image 45 x 59.5 cm, together with two further
works after the same artist, titled 'Moment of
Triumph' and 'Atlantic Conquerors 1919' (3)

5602

Box containing geometry sets and rulers

5603

Bundle of brass toasting forks

5604

Box containing lighters, vintage tins, whistles, fob
watch, thread and buttons

5605

Staffordshire flatback figure, plus a bowl with
dancing children

5606

5663 Tribal dagger with a wooden sheath

5575

SPARE

5607

Large mirror in pine frame

5576

Pair of decorative flint lock pistols

5608

5577

Quartz clock in pine frame

Qty of coarse fishing rods, telescopic rods and
reels

5578

5648 Box containing large qty of prints and
paintings plus a mirror

5609

5658 Doll with a wicker basket

5610

(1) 6-branch colonial ceiling light

5579

5644 Metal New York wall hanging

5611

Sunex part-cutlery set

5580

5547 Print still life with roses

5612

5672 Edwardian armchair

5581

5474 Alberion boxed porcelain doll

5613

2 white-painted lloyd-loom style armchairs

5582

2 copper trays, brass dish and ornamental owl

5614

3 Victorian baloon-back dining chairs

5583

2 knife rests, Ronson lighter plus an inlaid cigar
box

5615

Cage containing qty of hand decorated blue, green
and brown glazed china

5584

6 Pennylick glasses

5616

5585

Qty of silver plate to include trays, dishes and
candle sticks

Cage containing large qty of Wedgewood and
other crockery

5617

Cage containing silver plate to inc. hip flask, salt
and pepper sets, cutlery, coasters and mustard
pots

5586

Floral decorated ornamental cat

5587

2 boxes containing cutlery

*5588

5618
Large qty of decorative plates, ornamental figures,
Kilner jars, Jasper ware, crested ware and coffee 5619
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Qty of collector's plates and general china
Quantity of crested ware, commemorative mugs,

foot warmers and glassware
5620

5654

Pine boating paddle
Wooden case

5621

Naive oil on board of country house with figures in 5655
lane
5656
Wicker chair, plus a white teddy bear

5622

Ercol stick-back armchair

5657

5694 Wooden tray plus 2 wooden boxes

5623

2 boxes containing ornamental fruit, a Bosens
figure, plus floral decorated Royal Doulton
Coniston and other crockery

5658

spare

5659

spare

5660

spare

5624

4 chairs for restoration

5625

6 Victorian upholstered baloon-back dining chairs

5626

5696 Cage containing block and screen prints,
carved wooden figures, costume jewellery,
ornaments and pewterware

5627

Cage containing jasperware, Neo figures,
ornamental posies

5628

5698 Cage containing glug glug jug, blue and
white terines, commemorative ware ornamental
figures, coalport vases and general crockery

5629

Cage containing Royal Worchester crockery, plus
Denby green wheat patterned plates, and a
Wedgewood vase

5630

Box containing costume jewellery, ornamental
clogs, silks, and pen knives

5631

5699 Cage containing silver plate to inc. trays,
goblets, ornamental thimble, posters, cutlery, and
a wine cooler

5632

Cage containing a qty of gold floral patterned
crockery

5633

3 framed and glazed Highland prints

5634

Pink painted Lloyd Loom style armchair

*5635

Pair of grey fabric dining chairs

*5636

Beech and grey-fabric armchair

*5637

Pair of oak dining chairs with oakmeal fabric seats

5638

Print of the Morris dancers

*5639

Large rectangular bevelled mirror in silver frame

*5640

Dormeo matress cover

*5641

5ft Dormeo matress topper

5642

Matress topper

5643

2 tier mobility tray plus a shopping trolley

5644

5707 Large painted dresser

5645

Parkinol-style teak armchair with cushions
(collector's item)

5646

Basket chair a/f

5647

Octagonal mirror

5648

2 painted wooden frames

5649

2 canvas deck chairs

5650

2 floral and red carpet runners plus a green mat

*5651

Pair of moulded plastic stools in white

*5652

Pair of black moulded plastic stools

*5653

Pair of brown suede-effect stools
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5711 Box containing brass and glass-finished
ceiling light

